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Incident 1: People-With-AIDS Panel
A middle school holds a health fair. Workshop presenters are all
from the community, with teachers present to welcome the guest
speakers, to observe, and to handle classroom management. One
workshop is a panel presentation by people living with AIDS.
Afterwards, back in his own class, the teacher who observed that
session tells his class, “All gays and lesbians will die of AIDS.”
One student’s eyes fill with tears. She goes to a counselor after
class who encourages her to call Safe Schools. She explains to the
Safe Schools interviewer that she isn’t sure of her orientation yet,
but she felt that the teacher was looking right at her when he said
this. The school counselor, she says, is planning a school-wide
assembly about harassment and she feels very supported by this
adult, at least. But she comes to school late as often as possible to
avoid the offending teacher’s class.
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Incident 2: “Everyone Is Entitled To Their Beliefs.”
A high school Martin Luther King assembly includes speakers with a variety
of minority perspectives, one of whom is gay. Back in the classroom, one
teacher holds a discussion about the assembly. Students (mostly boys) make
a lot of very heated remarks about the gay speaker. They compare him to
Satan. They say he should not have been part of this assembly, that he’s not
a rightful minority, that he shouldn’t have the same rights others have.
One of their classmates, a sixteen year-old girl, is pretty intimidated and
upset. When she reports the incident to the Safe Schools Project, almost a
year later, she says she still is not sure if she is lesbian, but she thinks her
classmates may have believed she was. There had been assumptions and
rumors prior to the assembly. She doesn’t know what the teacher could have
done because, she says, “Everyone is entitled to their beliefs.” But she does
believe there’s a need for education. “Nothing was ever taught about
homosexuality.”
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Incident 3: You Decide ... Is it An Epithet Without a Target
or is it No Big Deal?
It’s an eighth grade health class. The lesson is about “Sexual
Decision-Making.” The guest speaker asks the class why someone
might decide to abstain from sexual intercourse. A student blurts
out, loudly and for effect, “Because they’re a ‘homo’!” No one in
particular has been attacked, but over twenty students hear the
epithet. Firmly, but without anger, the guest speaker tells the
student that his “put-down” language is not OK. The student
responds, “But people say that.” “Well people might say that I was
a ‘bitch’,” she tells him quietly, “but I would see they got detention
for a month.” The student laughs and says, “OK” and it’s over.
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Incident 4: You Decide ... Is it A Thoughtless Skit or is it Blatant Gay-Bashing?
The mother of a high school student attends a homecoming rally and is worried and
confused by what she sees. Part of the rally includes a skit -- she thinks it was written by
teachers -- called “The Dating Game.” In the skit, a young man is seated with fifteen
potential dates behind him. Two of the fifteen are male students dressed as women.
Eventually, the field is narrowed down to a “winner,” who turns out to be one of the
cross-dressed boys. The male contestant acts happy and excited until suddenly another
boy walks on stage. He is dressed to look like a more masculine gay man (black jeans,
white shirt and a hat with a pink triangle on it). The young man proceeds to “beat up” the
boy dressed as a girl, throwing “her” down on the stage, and then walks off with the
“date.”
Amid the subsequent applause and laughter, the mother notices two young women in the
bleachers. One of them, whom she is pretty sure is lesbian, looks sad and confused. Both
girls get up and walk out of the rally. The mother later tells a Safe Schools interviewer
that she wondered, “What is so funny? Is it the beating up of a “woman”? The violence
against a man for dressing as a woman? Two men walking away arm-in-arm? What?”
She says she is frustrated by the lack of compassion on the part of the adults in the gym.
She states, “I was very angry and disappointed in the school system to let this happen.
And the teacher who put this on ... was he or she ignorant to life? It’s so sad that alumni
were there and condoned this.”
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Incident 5: You Decide … Is it Guys Bragging
or is it A Recipe For a Hostile Environment?
Two students start bragging about their weekend exploits. They talk about having been to
Seattle. They brag that they went to a park known as a gathering place for gay men. They
say they searched for and beat up men who they believed were gay. A teacher's aide
expresses disapproval of gay-bashing, but allows the bragging to continue.
The substitute teacher feels scared and sick to her stomach. Her greatest concern is the
possible intimidating effect of the bragging on two of the braggarts' classmates who have
told her they are lesbian. She's worried, too, about her job, but she approaches the
principal anyway. The principal is concerned and asks the “sub” what she would like
done about it. She says she would like to have a school site team talk to the three boys.
She would like the school to notify their parents and file a police report. Later, she tells
an interviewer that she thinks at least the conversation with a school site team will take
place. She says she wishes counseling were also made available to the lesbian students.
And, in an ideal world, she says, there would be education for all staff and students about
gay and lesbian issues to reduce the peer approval for bragging about such horrific
behavior in the first place.
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Incident 6: You Decide … Is it Freedom of Speech or is it “Pretty Extreme”?
“Is it true that condoms have microscopic holes and aren’t safe?” The junior high
school student who asks this question at a family planning clinic explains that her
teacher told the class this. But she says she didn’t know whether to believe him
because, she says, “he was pretty extreme.” The clinic staff person explains the
facts (that latex condoms greatly reduce -- but don’t eliminate -- the risk of
pregnancy and infection). Then the staff person asks the patient what she means
when she says this teacher is “pretty extreme.”
The teen recalls that her teacher said, for instance, “Condoms don’t work,” and
“Lesbians and gays are sinners.” He told her class that people who have AIDS
deserve to burn in hell. The teen describes how upset one of her classmates was
about this last statement. This classmate’s father is gay. He also has AIDS and was
ill at the time. The patient says that she comforted her fellow student after class.
The clinic staff person calls the Safe Schools Project. She protects the patient’s
confidentiality, but she describes their conversation. She says that, although no
single individual was targeted, the teacher’s statements seem to have “set a tone
for what would be tolerated and what would not.”
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Incident 7: Teacher Speaks Up
A high school student is looking through a magazine in an art class. He points at a picture
and declares, “This guy looks like such a fag!” Two or three students hear the comment, but
nobody reacts. The art teacher isn’t within earshot, but a special ed teacher who is there to
assist another student hears the comment. Then the same young man uses a similar slur again,
“Some fag threw a bottle out of [our school] bus and hit a truck.” Again, nobody responds.
The special ed teacher mulls the situation over and decides he has to say something. First, as
a courtesy, he tells the art teacher what happened. The special ed teacher says that he’s going
to talk with the student. His colleague rolls her eyes, “Don’t bother. It isn’t that big of a
deal.” He explains that he doesn’t want his silence to give the young man permission to do it
again.
The special ed teacher kneels next to the student and quietly recaps what he heard. He tells
him that what he did could hurt someone and that it could be considered a violation of the
school’s anti-harassment policy, even though he didn’t target a specific individual. He says
that he wants the student to be more aware of what he says, explaining that you don’t know
the secrets of the people around you and you can’t tell who you might be hurting. The student
is apologetic. No scene is made; no discipline is needed. Case closed.
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Incident 8: Teacher Makes “Joke”
The teacher has been making anti-gay remarks since September or October. He’s used the word “fag.”
He once called Capitol Hill in Seattle, which is widely known as a gay neighborhood, “the place
where freaks hang out.” Another time, he was talking about a different culture when a student asked
him what people in that culture wear. The teacher responded, “What would queers wear?”
This time, the teacher begins class by reading the daily bulletin. One announcement is about a Navy
representative who will be at school the next day. When he gets to the part about “careers in the
Navy,” he reads it as “queers in the Navy.” Of perhaps thirty students in the class, about twenty-five
laugh aloud at the “joke.” The other students and two student teachers remain silent. The teacher
snickers and continues reading the bulletin.
The caller says that he looked at the faces of the student teachers and they seemed to be in shock. He
later spoke with a school employee who was very supportive. The employee called his supervisor,
apparently for advice, and then suggested that the student could talk with the teacher about it. But the
caller says that that would feel like he was coming out to the teacher about being gay and,
understandably, he doesn’t want to do that. He describes the class as an ordeal and says it’s hard to
pay attention there.
Editor’s note: The young man asked the Safe Schools Coalition for help contacting the district. When
we did, we discovered that someone – presumably the school employee or the student teachers -- had
already contacted the school district administration. At the youth’s request, they had notified the
principal and vice principal of the situation, without identifying the student. We do not know at this
point whether any disciplinary action was taken against the teacher.
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Incident 9: Teacher Proposes Quarantine
A high school student is sitting in class when the teacher comments that he
wishes all gays would be placed on an island somewhere. Distressed, the
student tells another teacher what happened. That teacher tells another, who
is shocked and calls Safe Schools about it. He doesn’t know whether the
teacher who allegedly uttered the remark has been disciplined for it, but he
does know what he would consider appropriate: a two-week suspension
without pay. The teacher to whom the distressed student went has said he
would have liked the alleged offender to be fired.
“It’s demoralizing,” the caller says, “to work in a profession that’s
perpetuating stereotypes instead of working to welcome gay and lesbian
youths …”
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Incident 10: Current Events
It all starts when the teacher, discussing current events, raises the issue of a man who was
fired because he was gay. About half the class says nothing and the other half supports
the firing … except for one young woman. (She later explains that she was afraid her
friendships would change if she stood up for her beliefs against the crowd [and in fact
they did change – she lost some friends], but she was also angry that her peers “could be
so … mean.”) So she defends the man who was fired. Instead of supporting the student
with the minority opinion or directing the conversation so that all could be heard
respectfully, the teacher jumps into the controversy herself, expressing the personal belief
that “all gays and lesbians are sick” and the value that “being gay is wrong.” She calls it a
“sin“ to be gay. The argument takes an entire class period. Nobody is targeted per se, but
the ordinarily shy young woman who argues against her peers and teacher that day, later
tells an interviewer that “nobody else should ever have to go through this.”
The young woman is so upset by the experience, in fact, that she doesn’t want to go to
school for a week afterwards. With her parents’ support and encouragement, she finally
does go back, but the experience is still quite vivid three years later, when she calls the
Safe Schools Project to report it. She wishes that principals would tell their teachers,
whatever their opinions, to keep them to themselves.
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Incident 12: “Daddy, Do You Know What A ‘Faggot’ Is?”
A first grade student is riding home in the family car after school. “Do you
know what a ‘faggot’ is?” he asks his dad. “Why do you ask?” “[My friend]
called me one at recess.”
His dad explains that “faggot” is a derogatory term for a gay person and asks
him how he is feeling about being called that. The first grader seems to have
felt embarrassed, but he says it doesn’t bother him now.
It bothers his dad, however … enough that he decides two years later to
share the story with the Safe Schools Project. He’s still angry and he says he
and his wife are “disappointed that children that age have that mindset.” He
wishes that, when adults at school are aware of these incidents (which they
may not have been in this instance) they would have a talk with the namecallers, send a note to the name-callers’ parents and inform the parents of the
targeted child. Even if the children are all 6 or 7 years old.
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Incident 19: Horsing Around
Class hasn’t started yet. People are milling. Some are horsing
around. One seventh grader is probably just teasing another. He
may not really assume that his friend is gay, but he does call him
gay in a derogatory tone. A guest speaker objects to the slur. The
targeted student says, defensively, “No, no. I’m not [gay.]” The
adult explains that even if he isn’t gay, probably other people in
the room are, and that it’s really not OK to use that particular issue
as a put-down.
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Incident 20: Virtual Guns
A seventh grade boy is sitting in the computer lab, quietly studying, when three
other boys walk in. One of them asks the others, “Is that a new haircut or is that a
fag?!” A teacher intervenes, “There are better ways to greet [someone].” One of
the three boys seems embarrassed. He apologizes. His friends just seem hostile.
The three then proceed to sit down together at a computer. They begin looking up
guns on the Internet. They pull up pictures of a rapid-fire gun and talk, loudly
enough that others can hear, about using guns to “scare away fags.”
Feeling “angry and inadequate,” the teacher asks the three offenders to leave the
lab. She immediately talks with the librarian about their behavior and, later, with
the principal. The principal asks the teacher and the librarian to keep a close eye
on the offenders.
When a Safe Schools interviewer asks the teacher what she thinks may have led
the offenders to assume the targeted child was gay, she says, “I don’t know.
[Maybe it is that] the boy is very neat, clean cut and soft spoken … and that he
was doing schoolwork during free time.”
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Incident 31: You Decide ... Is it An Epithet With a Target
or is it Boys Will Be Boys?
A ninth grade student takes another’s hat. The owner of the hat
screams, “Gimme my hat back, ‘faggot’!! I’ll kick your butt!” He
chases the student with the hat around the classroom and tries to hit
him. Students and the teacher witness the whole event. Some
students stand by in silence; some side with each of the two
antagonists. The teacher breaks it up. He doesn’t specifically
address the slur.
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Incident 32: Principal Asks for List
The principal instructs an openly lesbian student to compile for her a list of all the gay, lesbian, bisexual
and transgender students in the school. The lesbian young woman, believing she’s been called to the office
for disciplinary reasons, does her best to create such a list and gives it to the principal. It has at least ten
names on it. (The dad who calls the Project is not sure exactly how many names were on the list. … 10?
30? He only knows his child’s was one of them.) Only three of the young people whose names are on the
list are actually open at school about being sexual minorities.
One of the students whose name is on the list finds out about it. Fearing for his safety, he asks the principal
to give the list back. She refuses.
Another young man calls his dad. The dad, furious that his child’s confidentiality has been compromised,
calls the school. The principal will neither confirm nor deny to him that she has such a list. The dad calls
the district. The administrator with whom he speaks does acknowledge that such a list was created. The
district-level administrator offers no resolution.
By the time the dad calls the Safe Schools Project, he is livid. His son, he says, and many of the other
students whose names are on the list, are extremely upset. A school employee, who calls Safe Schools
independently of the dad, is also distressed about the list and the safety of the young people on it. The
employee says, “evidence [of anti-gay harassment] has disappeared with the principal” in the past.
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Incident 33: “Why The Hell Did You Say That?!”
A young woman and her friend are walking to first period when a group of three
guys walk by in the other direction. One says, as he is passing the girls, “Fucking
dyke.” It happens so fast and so seemingly out of nowhere that at first it doesn’t
even click in the young woman’s mind that the bully was saying this to her.
One of the guy’s friends, however, realizes exactly what was said and to whom.
He asks his friend, “Why the hell did you say that!?” The bully responds,
“Because they are.” The girls just keep walking.
The one who was the primary target would really like to talk with the school nurse
about the incident. When she calls the Safe Schools Project later that day, she tells
an interviewer that the nurse has been “really cool” (i.e., great) in the past. But
when she tried to see her today, the nurse wasn’t in. She will try again tomorrow.
In the meantime, she’s just “really bothered” by this incident and the rumors that
apparently led to it. She says she really isn’t sure what her sexual orientation is.
But she adds, “I’m angry that just because I shave my head and dress alternately,
it’s automatically assumed I’m gay.”
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Incident 58: Hindsight
It’s a high school basketball game. A visiting player misses a shot.
A teacher in the stands hears a group of rowdy spectators calling
out, “Nice shot, faggot!” Feeling pretty new at the school, the
teacher says nothing. But when he calls the Safe Schools Project
later, he says that, “in hindsight” he wishes he had “searched out
some [other] staff person” to intervene.
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Incident 59: You Decide ... Is it Reasonable Expression
of Religious Belief or is it A Personal Attack?
As part of its AIDS and sexuality education efforts, a high school has an
assembly about sexual harassment and sexual orientation. During this allschool event, ten or fifteen students and staff express angry disapproval of
homosexuality and quote the Bible. A heated discussion erupts. Another ten
or fifteen adults and students speak up in defense of the assembly. Two
students “come out” in the course of the argument. Several people “puff up
aggressively” and tell them, “We can love you and hate the sin.” Two people
report the incident to the Safe Schools Project, independently of one another.
One, a student, says that “the principal always tries to be supportive of
students, but ... he didn’t speak out one way or the other.” One reports that,
since the incident, he finds himself talking less in class, having a harder time
paying attention, feeling less confident, more self-conscious and lonely.
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Incident 60: “It’s Been A Real Uphill Battle”
It’s the fall of her junior year of high school. A year and a half ago,
she “came out” to a friend, who apparently broke her
confidentiality. Since then, she has been experiencing harassment
“more than once a day.” Today, a guy in her math class comments
to his friend that she is, “a ‘fucking dyke’ [like] Martina
Navratilova” and that “[her] kind make him sick ... make him want
to barf.” The interviewer asks her why she thinks he said those
things. She honestly is not sure whether he did it for the purpose of
humiliating her. However, she says, “It was a public display; the
whole class knew I was embarrassed.” She describes the last year
and a half to an interviewer as “a real uphill battle.”
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Incident 61: Request for Advocate Denied
A student opens up his “point chart” and discovers a note that says “Fag.” Shocked,
he shows a few other people the note and then takes it to the principal. She tells him
she is at lunch and cannot meet with him for forty minutes. The student asks if he can
bring along a trusted teacher, when they do meet, in forty minutes. The principal says
“no” and assures him she will find some other adult third party to be present when
they talk. The student is very disturbed and unable to function, but he waits.
Eventually, they do meet. A teacher of the principal’s choice is present; this teacher is
described by one respondent as “homophobic.”
Two people (a friend of the target and a school employee) subsequently call Safe
Schools about the incident, independently of one another. Neither caller mentions any
investigation into who authored the note and who slipped it into the student’s chart.
Both would have liked the principal to have acknowledged the young person’s
feelings in a more timely way and to have comforted him. Both say the principal
promised to hold an assembly about sexual harassment. One caller, however, seems
more satisfied than the other that students and staff really will receive meaningful,
timely education to prevent this kind of incident in the future.
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Incident 62: “We’re Both Queer!”
A bisexual young woman and her gay male friend ask for passes to go to the
library. An adult volunteer tells them they may go to the library, but warns them
not to flirt or make eye contact with one another. The student feels angry at the
presumption she would behave inappropriately. She blurts out, in her annoyance,
“We’re both queer!” The adult proceeds to tell her that she shouldn’t say that in
public because she’ll have a hard time getting a job. Both young people are left
with the impression that this adult thinks not only that they should avoid that sort
of heated declaration, but also that they should hide their sexual orientations
altogether.
The student later tells a Safe Schools interviewer that she felt the volunteer
intended to hurt her. She feels she was inappropriate herself, in the way she
expressed her annoyance to the volunteer, but she felt doubly mistreated, because
a teacher was “standing right there” and said nothing. The librarian did help her
write a complaint about the incident. She doesn’t know of any response to that
complaint. She wishes that the principal would talk with the volunteer about the
students’ feelings and assign the volunteer to some other class for a while.
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Incident 63: “Out Of My Way … Faggot!”
The target’s friend is walking behind him, when a guy blocks the path of the
targeted student and barks a slur in his face: “Get out of my way, you
faggot!” The target of the insult doesn’t even know what to say. He says
nothing. He’s so stunned that, as soon as the confrontation is over, he turns
to his friend and asks her if he’d heard right. Looking wide-eyed, she
confirms it. They laugh out of shock.
But the more he thinks about it, and he thinks about it a lot, the worse he
feels. He talks with a teacher about it and finds the teacher “very surprised”
and worried. But the teacher takes no action.
It’s not that the young man in question isn’t “out.” He is. He actually wrote
an article for the school paper that alluded to his being gay. He’s just never
experienced this kind of in-your-face hostility before and he is pretty shaken
by it.
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Incident 93: You Decide ... Is it A Politically Necessary Decision
or is it Permission to Harass?
A high school student is researching the topic of lesbian parents. Her teacher
tells her that she may invite a guest speaker to co-present her oral report.
When the guest arrives with handouts, the teacher takes them to the VicePrincipal for approval. He decides that parents must sign permission slips
before the guest may speak to the class, with or without handouts. The
teacher is “protective and apologetic,” but asks the guest to leave. The
teacher has the student explain to the class why the guest is not there and go
ahead with her oral report. Other students behave “rudely” to their classmate
and “mock the entire topic and her research.” Afterwards, the student meets
with the principal but finds him “unresponsive.”
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Incident 94: Hecklers Evicted
It’s a high school ball game. A student spectator begins heckling a member of the visiting
team, insulting her hair, calling her a “dyke” and describing her loudly as “butch.” An
official warns the spectator to knock it off. The comments continue, primarily from this
one ringleader, but perhaps from his followers, too. The referee warns the hecklers a
second time. At some point, the visiting players, upset at their teammate’s being
harassed, talk to the official. It is unclear whether their complaint precedes the ref’s
actions or happens after one or two warnings. In any case, when the slurs continue, the
ref tells the principal that the offenders need to be evicted. The principal evicts them.
A parent watching the whole string of events approaches the athletic director afterwards
to find out what disciplinary action was taken. His understanding, he says, is that the
primary offender will have to write a letter of apology to the visiting team. When the
concerned parent calls the Safe Schools Project, she says she wishes that after the first
warning the principal had stood by the student section or joined the students sitting there
to “make his presence known.” She says she was embarrassed about the behavior of the
home school’s spectators and worried about what their behavior means about the climate
at school.
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Incident 103: You Decide ... Is it Understandable Curiosity
or is it A Hostile Confrontation?
A high school senior, a peer educator, is teaching an eighth grade
class about HIV/AIDS. The peer educator invites a few guest
speakers to class, to speak about living with HIV. One of these
guests is talking when a student interrupts and asks, “Are you a
‘fag’?!” Three other students point and make jokes. A few
classmates giggle. Many seem uncomfortable. The peer educator
challenges the use of the derogatory term, “fag,” and makes clear
that it will not be tolerated. The classroom teacher lets the peer
educator handle it.
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Incident 104: You Decide … Is it What Do You Expect?
or is it A Lesson in Peaceful Intervention?
A panel of gay, lesbian and bisexual young people is invited to speak to a small alternative high school
class. Their moderator is a community health educator who provides weekly sexuality education at this
school. She begins by establishing ground rules, essentially asking that people behave respectfully toward
one another. Then she introduces the panelists and invites the class to introduce themselves. The first
student, instead of introducing himself, looks one 19-year-old panelist in the eye and asks, “Do you mind if
I call you a faggot?” Before the moderator can intercede, the panelist responds with a simple, dignified,
“Yes.” Then, one of his fellow panelists de-escalates the confrontation by adding, “But, you know, it’s
actually OK with me. So you see we’re all different.” Finally able to get a word in, the moderator lends the
weight of her authority to protecting the visiting youth. She tells the offending young man, “What you said
was disrespectful and if you want to stay it has to change.” The session continues, but the moderator is left
wondering what has been learned.
That is, until the next week. She returns for next week’s class to find the students wanting to talk about the
week before. She later describes them as markedly more understanding and tolerant than in the past. She is
particularly impressed with the attitude of one teen whose intolerance used to be exceeded only by that of
the offender. She reaches two conclusions that she asks the Safe Schools Project to pass along: (1) Accurate
information, personalized by a panel of other teens, is a potent teaching tool. (2) Even when hurtful words
are spoken, they don’t necessarily reinforce onlookers’ antagonism ... as long as the injured party or an ally
speaks up.
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Stories # 11, 13-15, 21-24, 34-41, 64-75, 95-98, 105-110
The PINK Cards
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Incident 11: Vanishing Posters
The nurse and another staff person hang three posters and ten flyers announcing the
formation of a gay/lesbian support group. Someone removes every single poster and flyer
within two days. They hang new ones. Again, they are removed. The caller is disturbed
about the vandalism. “I think of it as denying [these sexual minority students] visibility.
We have posters up announcing other things,” she says, “and they haven’t been taken
down.”
The caller tells her supervisor, who is upset and supportive. She also calls the school
district administration. But as far as she knows, no action has been taken to identify or
discipline those responsible. No bulletin announcements have been made condemning
this kind of behavior and no training has been organized to keep it from continuing to
happen. She is upset.
Editor’s note: This is the first Safe Schools report classified as Category Two without an
identifiable person targeted. But, as the caller explains, the young people in the support
group (or who might have joined it, had they known about it and felt safe doing so) were
really the ones who paid a price. The caller is concerned about the environment at
school, especially for them.
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Incident 13: When A Grown-Up Doesn’t Back You Up
The child is eight years old and in the third grade. A classmate about the same age
calls him a ‘faggot’ on the playground. He tells the playground teacher. Nothing is
done about it and a week later it happens again. Once again, he tells the
playground teacher. Again, the teacher doesn’t do anything about it. The third time
his classmate calls him a ‘faggot,’ a fight ensues. According to the targeted child,
the offender throws a basketball, “really hard at [his] face, but it hits [his] arm.”
Punches are exchanged.
The child, reporting the incident, says, “It was just like violence ... [so] then I told
the principal and I got all my recesses taken away but he got only two taken away.
Next time I’m supposed to tell a teacher, but I already did.” The young person
says he felt embarrassed by the whole series of incidents and that he lost people he
had thought were friends (some students watched it all in silence). He says that,
finally, he told his mother what had happened. She spoke with the teacher and the
third-grader says, “That helped a lot.” She apparently spoke with the principal as
well, who said that once the child told a teacher, it should have been taken care of.
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Incident 14: How Young It Starts
“Get away, Gay Boy!” “Don’t let Gay Boy touch you!” For three or four months, this
second grader hears these taunts from his peers. He’s not sure why they say this about
him or what he’s done “wrong.” Nobody will play with him at recess. He is becoming
less excited about school and often prefers to stay home. While in the classroom, he is
more reserved, less interactive, and less confident and is afraid of some of the bigger
kids.
Finally, when it happens every day for several weeks in a row, he tells his mother. She is
saddened and angry. She immediately approaches the teacher. The teacher is very
supportive. She explains the concept of “slander” to the class, tells them name-calling
will not be tolerated, ands asks them to write letters of apology, which they willingly do.
One little girl expresses her sorrow that she didn’t tell the bullies to stop.
When the mother calls the Safe Schools Project to report the incident, she says that her
son is feeling supported, but that he is still reserved among his peers and feels he has lost
friends. She expresses satisfaction at how the school is handling it, and says she called
just because she wanted it documented. The mom says, “[It’s made me] more aware that
[the teasing] starts younger than I thought it would. These are second grade kids. I don’t
know how aware they are of sexual orientation at that age.”
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Incident 15: “Blowing It Out Of Proportion”
Since February, at least three times a week, the caller’s son has been enduring taunts of “faggot” and “gay boy.”
Students, mostly fifth graders, have threatened to beat the third-grader up. They have cornered him and pushed him
around on the playground, slapped him, hit him, and head-butted him in the stomach.
Then in May, he is leaving school one day with his mom when a student calls him “joto” (Spanish for “queer”). Mom
hears the slur and is upset, but she is in the middle of a conversation so she says nothing. Her son goes on ahead to put
his belongings in the car. When she arrives at the car, she finds him surrounded and about to be assaulted. She
intervenes. Her son is in tears.
Outraged, the mom goes to the principal. The principal is out, but a counselor on loan from a Public Health agency tells
the mom, “[Your son’s] being called ‘gay’ or ‘queer’ is no different than when you [the mom] were called a ‘spic’ in
school.” When the mom subsequently calls Safe Schools, she says this comment felt like one more attack.
She says that when the principal returned, he felt her report was “hearsay.” According to the mom, the principal said of
her son, “He’ll have to live with it.” She says that the principal told her she was overreacting, blowing the harassment
out of proportion because, “kids of this age don’t even know what this means.” She says the principal insisted that
contacting the parents of the name-caller (one of whom, she later learns, works at this school) would be “totally
inappropriate and unnecessary” and that a meeting with both students and both sets of parents “wouldn’t resolve
anything.” District administrators have never returned her calls.
The mom says that other school employees (besides the principal and administration) have been helpful. One made the
name-caller apologize; one reprimanded the class about slander; and a third told the targeted child to come to her if the
harassment continues.
Still, he’s afraid to go to the playground any more and his mom has stopped dropping him off at school early out of
fear. When the harassment has not abated by the end of the school year, she withdraws him, and enrolls him in a
different school for the fall.
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Incident 21: “We Don’t Want You Here.”
The insults fly from the back of the school bus: “Dyke,” “Queer,” “Faggot.”
The offenders are two guys and a girl. They’ve been harassing two particular
middle school girls every day for two months now. Today, one tells the girls,
“We don’t want you here.”
One of the targeted young women tells a Safe Schools interviewer that she
doesn’t do anything after school any more. She says she’s lonely, but she
just “doesn’t want to be around people from here.”
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Incident 22: “Flute Boy”
Ever since the start of school this year, a seventh grader has been the target of daily
bullying in the hallways. Among other taunts, the kids call him “flute boy” because he
plays with the symphony. One student walks right up to him and asks, “How come you
look so gay? Are you gay?” He says, “No” and keeps on walking as if it doesn’t bother
him. But it does.
His family sees the devastation. He cries every day when he gets home from school. He
gets very sad and dreads going to school. It’s been going on for months when he admits
to his family what is happening and says he doesn’t understand why they are picking on
him. His mom, very upset and supportive of the 12-year-old, calls an elementary school
counselor, whom she happens to trust. The counselor promptly calls the Safe Schools
Project.
The counselor says it hadn’t occurred to her to call the middle school until the
interviewer asked about it ... but she isn’t sure it would be wise, anyway. She says, “I
don't want him to get embroiled in this, for his own safety. I don't want more
harassment.” She agrees to check with the mom about it. In the meantime, she reports
feeling agonized at what this child goes through every day.
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Incident 23: “More Than Anti-Gay?”
He has showered several times after gym class, not wearing shorts as the other guys do.
One day in June, in a locker room full of their peers, a couple of them confront him,
“What are you? Some kind of faggot!?” Some kids tell the name-callers to shut up.
Others say nothing, perhaps afraid that they would become the next targets if they spoke
up.
Maybe it is “more than anti-gay.” The eighth grader in question is Jehovah’s Witness and
East Indian. The Math teacher reporting this incident says that the young man told her he
thought his classmates may have been motivated, too, by religious bigotry or racism. And
maybe it’s because he’s kind of quiet. But the words they used were anti-gay. And he
says their tone of voice was “scary.”
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Incident 24: You Decide ...Is it Time To “Keep It Down”
or is it Don't Dare Defend Gay People?
The young woman who called the Project about this incident has been observing anti-gay remarks at school -- not
directed at her, just in general -- since the third grade. She says that her classmates “constantly pick at someone who
they believe [is gay or lesbian] or [who they] just want to destroy, even when they know the person isn't gay.”
But now, in eighth grade, she is learning what it feels like to be personally attacked. The sequence of events actually
starts at a high school. The principal there asks a guest speaker with HIV to leave after the speaker mentions that he’s
gay. Schools all over the state hear about the incident, including students at the caller's middle school.
They start talking, in class, about what happened. The teacher decides to allow the discussion. Students take sides in
support of and against gay people. The most vocal of those who oppose gay people says they should all be shot. He
laughs at the half dozen classmates who support gay rights and says that they must be gay themselves. The teacher's
involvement is just to ask the class to “keep it down.”
After class, the “ring leader” continues to say “really offensive things” to the caller and the others in the class who
defended gay people. The caller says, “At first [we] pretended not to care, but ... after [rumors about our sexuality
began to spread], it got to [us].”
She says she was proud of how she handled the situation, but since it happened, she's been feeling sick more often. In
fact, she says that she dropped the class and that she still feels self-conscious and unsafe at school. She wishes that the
principal had come to the class when things started to get mean and had told the students, especially the “ring leader,”
that personal attacks wouldn't be tolerated. She wishes they'd been warned that further talk of that kind would be
punished.
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Incident 34: Sit Down
A particular ninth grade boy gets harassed by peers “a lot.” They spread rumors about his
sexual orientation and call him names. Then one day in March in History class, he says
something with which some classmates disagree. It doesn’t have anything to do with
homosexuality. Half a dozen guys start saying that he has sex with guys, apparently not
because they really think he’s gay, but because it’s the ultimate insult in their world. The
targeted youth tells them to leave him alone. One boy then corners him and threatens to
“kick [his] ass” if he doesn’t shut up. The teacher sees what’s going on. She ignores what
the offenders are saying but does tell the one who is doing the threatening to sit down. A
young woman is watching all this, feeling too scared to intervene on her classmate’s
behalf. But she is still upset enough about the situation to call Safe Schools two months
later.
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Incident 35: “I’m Still The Same Person.”
This fifteen-year-old has been out to herself since she was seven. And she has told close
friends she was gay, but she’s never made any public statements about it. This winter,
however, she was “outed” in a manner that is probably every youth’s worst fear: the
mother of a “friend” told the friend the girl was gay. How did she know? The mother
works at the same agency where the girl attends a support group for gay, lesbian,
bisexual, transgender and questioning youth.
Fast forward to P.E. class. When the word gets out at school that she is gay, three girls in
her P.E. class verbally attack her. One says, “We don’t want your kind, lesbian. Leave.”
Then, a group, (perhaps the same three girls -- it isn’t clear) draft a petition, signed by all
the other students in the class and give it to the teacher and the principal. It asks that she
be made to change clothes somewhere besides the girls’ locker room. The principal
agrees; she is told to change clothes elsewhere. If she wasn’t feeling lonely and isolated
before, she certainly is now. She says she dreads going to school, feels like she’s lost all
her friends, and she wishes “they could get the point [that] I’m still the same person
[they’ve always known].”
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Incident 36: Advice To “Just Ignore It” Doesn’t Help
She is a high school freshman and he is the class bully. They sit next to each other in typing class.
All semester he picks on her, throwing things at her (“paper, pencils, whatever [is] around”),
calling her names (“lesbo,” “stupid,” “dyke,” “faggot”), spreading rumors about her, asking her
where her girlfriend is. Other kids laugh. At first, she tries just not responding. It makes her mad
but she holds her tongue. But it is really hard to concentrate on learning to type. So she tries
speaking up for herself. That only makes it worse.
Eventually, she talks with her teacher and her parents about the bully. All they suggest is that she
“just ignore him.” The teacher does tell the bully, at least once, to turn around and work, but
according to the young woman he “hardly hears it.” Finally, if the teacher won’t move the bully,
the freshman decides that she will try moving her own seat. From across the room she continues
to see him bothering those around him, but at least she seems to be off the hook.
When she finally calls the Safe Schools Project, she says this bully had no reason to think she was
gay; it’s just an easy way to embarrass a person in front of her classmates. She says, “He would
put me into a situation that he thought was funny.” There was nothing funny about the continued
threats to beat her up.
She tells a Safe Schools interviewer that, “Lots of teachers feel they have no control. But some
teachers say ‘no name calling will be tolerated’ and usually that does it.”
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Incident 37: A Mother’s Concern For Her Son
In middle school, kids would call him “faggot” in the hallways. He changed schools. It began to happen
again. Now he’s in high school and it isn’t any better. The name-calling continues and he gets pushed
around in the halls at least a couple of times a month. It’s not that he is “out.” In fact, his mother, who
reports the incident doesn’t say whether he is even gay. But apparently, there have been rumors around
school about his sexual orientation and he has sometimes expressed support for gay civil rights.
The Mom reports one recent incident that happened in class, in front of 15 or 20 other students and 3
adults. The teacher started to read a student’s essay aloud. The student objected, so her son tried to defend
his classmate. The author of the essay -- apparently needing to distance himself from the alleged
homosexual -- said “Shut up, faggot! I don’t want to hear from you!” He responded, “Fuck off!” At which
point four or five other students began attacking him with sarcasm (“Oh, look at __; he’s upset.” and so
on).
The Mom reports that two of the teachers took both boys to the principal’s office. The principal dealt with
the issue primarily as an anger-management problem, according to the targeted teen’s mother. She tells the
interviewer that she doesn’t feel that the underlying homophobia was adequately addressed. Lately, her son
has been getting sick a lot more often. He has cut classes. He avoids certain parts of the campus that feel
unsafe and he has changed how he gets to and from school. She thinks he’s begun or increased his use of
alcohol or other drugs and he has expressed doubts to her about whether he has what it takes to graduate.
She is, to say the least, very, very concerned about her son.
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Incident 38: It’s Not the Honest Disapproval; It’s the Attacks
After a year of abuse at the hands of her peers, she calls the Safe Schools Project. Over this year, her
classmates have barked at her and told her she has AIDS; they have given her embarrassing or sexual notes;
they have cornered her, threatened her, shoved her and thrown things at her.
One incident in the middle of her sophomore year, however, isn’t physical. It’s just scary. At about 1:00
p.m., one young man comes up to her in the hall, with five or six other guys. He accuses her of “looking at”
his girlfriend. He tells her, “It’s sick to be a lesbian” and threatens to “kick [her] ass.” He invokes the Bible,
telling her that she is going to Hell. He calls her a “dyke” and a “queer.” Most of the witnesses laugh, but
one of the young woman’s friends defends her.
Does she wish the offender would get disciplined? No. She wants him educated. She says, “I wouldn’t want
him kicked out. I would want him to spend the day with a gay person.”
Since this incident, she has changed schools. She says, “I feel bad because [it’s as if] I ran away from the
problem, but at least now I can go to school.” And after a couple of months at her new school, she says “I
have only had one person say she didn’t like me because I’m a lesbian [at this school]. But that was OK;
she was honest.” So it isn’t the honest disapproval that has worn her down, as much as the attacks and
threats. Because of the threats, she started avoiding parts of the school building and grounds. She changed
the way she got to and from school. She says that it affected her grades and made her doubt whether she
has what it takes to graduate. And she says the whole experience led her to attempt suicide.
Fortunately, she’s doing better now that she’s in a safer environment. She attends a support group and she
says she’s doing “fine.”
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Incident 39: The Unauthorized Newsletter
He's a high school sophomore. He's been experiencing harassment at school for years, but for the last
twelve months, it's been a daily phenomenon. Sometimes, it's even physical. Students have followed him,
cornered him, shoved him, spit at him and hit him. One science teacher has, on “numerous” occasions,
imitated a stereotypical gay man.
Finally, the daily harassment by one particular student becomes unbearable: words like “queer” and
“buttfucker” are punctuated with offensive hand gestures and jokes. The targeted sophomore goes to the
building administration for help. They bring in the offender and “tell him to stop.”
In apparent retribution for getting him in trouble, the perpetrator “gets a group of [three] friends together to
call [their classmate] names in gym class.” About thirty students witness the name-calling. Their reactions
vary. Some people laugh. Some “stare at him as a freak.” The targeted youth, feeling very embarrassed and
angry, goes to the principal again. He reports that the problem is escalating. The principal responds by
suspending the offender from P.E. class for one day, but doesn’t put the incident on the offender's school
record. The student describes to a sympathetic teacher having felt as if the principal really said, “I don't
want to hear about it. Go away.”
A female friend of the targeted youth, enraged by the principal's response, decides to publish an
unauthorized newsletter. In it, she urges fellow students not to harass their gay peers and she charges that
the school doesn't protect its gay students. She begins handing the newsletter out around campus and is
promptly suspended ... not from a single class, as the offender was, but from school.
One teacher calls to report the whole sequence of events. He thinks the administration has conveyed a
simple, cruel message: You will get a “harder slap on the hand if [you] print material discouraging
harassment” than for harassment itself.
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Incident 40: The Bus
Two sisters, a ninth grader and a seventh grader, are on the bus on the way home from school when a guy
blurts out at them, “Are you dykes?” Several of their peers laugh and mock the girls’ denial. When
everybody gets off the bus, the girls tell the driver what happened. The driver talks with their principals.
The high school vice principal takes decisive action, suspending the bully from school and, for five days,
from the bus.
Two weeks pass before the older girl calls Safe Schools. She says that, since the offender has been back in
school, he’s been following her. He walks up and asks her how she’s doing. He gets behind her in line and
loudly tells other people that she got him suspended. He threatens to tear a gay-supportive sticker off the
young woman’s backpack. He says he ought to get a sticker for his backpack that says, “Kill all gays
because it’s sick and wrong.”
Her parents are upset. School employees have told her “not to take garbage from [the offender].” But she
wishes the principal would talk with him about why his behavior is wrong. She says, “It’s a touchy subject,
so schools don’t talk about it. But they need to, [because] kids call each other fags.”
Editor’s note: This young woman asked for advice from Safe Schools, because she is continuing to be
harassed, but fears retribution if the administrator calls perpetrator in again. We problem solved. She
decided to ask the administrator to interview all the youth witnesses so it's not just her “snitching” on the
offender. She agreed to call back if things don't improve.
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Incident 41: Pep Rally
Since the first week of the school year, this fifteen year-old has been experiencing anti-gay harassment on a
regular basis. Maybe it’s partly just that he is a freshman. He is not “out” about being gay, except to close
friends, but there have been rumors. People have called him names and threatened to kill him and his
family. Someone wrote his phone number on a school bathroom wall and there have been malicious phone
calls to his home.
It comes to a head in a very public humiliation at a homecoming pep rally. When the ninth grader gets up
on stage to sing, the show is already running long, so the students in charge of the event just give him a
prize and tell him to sit back down. As he’s returning to his seat, a huge group of, he guesses, sixty
students, stand up and yell at him: “faggot,” “queer,” “queer bait!” The faculty tell them to sit down. He
doesn’t acknowledge the taunts, but he is scared, hurt and totally devastated.
Two young people, the youth himself and a friend, both call Safe Schools to report the incident afterwards.
Neither seems to know the other is calling. They both say they talked to a school counselor about what
happened. The youth says he had talked with the counselor about previous incidents and that she had
blamed him for them. The friend says the counselor denies having asked the young man what he did to
provoke the offenders.
In any case, this time, he just wants to transfer out of the school. The counselor is upset and tells the
targeted youth that he is giving up. But his family is very supportive of him. A month of unrelenting abuse
is enough and he does change schools despite the counselor’s disapproval. Neither the young man nor his
friend is aware of any discipline whatsoever of the offenders. In fact, they say, the situation at his old
school has gotten worse for their friends. There’s more name-calling in the halls and similar acts of
harassment.
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Incident 64: “They Should All Be Shot.”
It isn’t the first time this teacher has disrespected these two gay students. He told the other
science teachers that at least one of the two youths was gay. When classmates have asked
questions about gay issues or AIDS, he has turned sarcastically to these two young men, saying,
“Why don’t we ask them? They seem to be the experts.”
This time, the class is on a chapter about the brain. The teacher mentions recent research that
indicates the hypothalamus may be smaller in gay men than in heterosexual men. He turns it into
a “joke” at the gay teens’ expense, “Gay people are dumb; they should all be shot.” Most of the
class laughs.
The young men go to the principal, with support from one set of parents. (The other parents say,
“It’s your problem. Deal with it.”) The supportive parents threaten to sue the school. The
principal puts the teacher on two weeks’ probation. The teacher chooses early retirement.
One of the two young men subsequently calls the Safe Schools Project. He says that by the time
the teacher left, the damage had already been done. His classmates’ reaction to the teacher’s
behavior was, essentially, “If teachers can snuff them, we can snuff them even more.” These days
he has to watch his back. He’s had to get verbally violent to stick up for himself. But he says the
whole experience has also made him stronger. He says, “I don’t care what people say [at this
point]; I know what’s true and what’s untrue.”
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Incident 65: “For A Good Time Call …”
It’s scrawled on the back of a drama set (“For a good time call __”) along with some
explicitly gay slurs he will later refuse to repeat. The young man in question is pretty
shaken up. What may be the most devastating to him, though, is the silence of the other
students and adults who see the graffiti.
Even though a few friends do express support later in private, he’s so upset at being
“outed” in that way, that he tries to commit suicide.
He later tells a Safe Schools interviewer that, after he was outed, the harassment and
threats became intolerable. (“People like you should be beat up … taught a lesson.”)
Eventually, he dropped out of school to get away from the abuse.
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Incident 66: The Smoking Area
Since October of his senior year, five or six months ago, he’s been out to his family about being
gay. The school newspaper interviewed him at that time. As soon as the article was published, he
started experiencing harassment on a daily basis. People asked him if it was true that he was gay.
He was honest and said, “Yes.” People started calling him names and, in November, in the hall in
school, someone even said they wished they “had a baseball bat for the queers at school.” He’s
talked with friends and a couple of teachers. They’ve been supportive, he says, but no one knows
what to do.
Then today there was a gay man on a diversity panel. After the assembly, the gay teen walked
outside to have a cigarette. A group of ten or so other students started shouting at him, “Fag,”
“Faggot!” He tells a Safe Schools interviewer that he was “pretty scared” because the smoking
area is off-campus.
He’s kind of at his wits’ end. He says his mom would go to school with him if he asked her, but
he’s afraid that might lead to physical violence. And counselors told him that if he could identify
the offenders, they would talk to them. But he’s not sure it would be wise to name names. He says
he’s sick of fighting, that it’s “physically and emotionally draining.” And he just wishes it would
end.
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Incident 67: The Boys’ Bathroom
This eighteen-year-old has been harassed at school a “zillion” times before. So it isn’t his
first experience of abuse; it’s just typical. He walks into the bathroom at school and four
guys follow him in. They block the exit and get in his face. They ask him why he brought
a male to the prom last year. They call him a “fag.”
It’s over almost as fast as it starts. But it’s not over for him. He talks with a teacher about
it and the teacher advises him not to tell the principal. (The caller doesn’t say why.) But
otherwise he talks to nobody about the incident until he calls Safe Schools. He is less
confident and more lonely since this kind of thing started happening at school and he says
he watches his back when he ought to be watching his studies. He has stopped using the
bathroom at school and says that, out of defiance, he’s become more flamboyant.
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Incident 68: Retribution for Speaking Up
This high school student has been experiencing harassment for over a year about her
sexuality. Today’s incident is another in this steady barrage. She tells the interviewer,
“[Today] I was in class and this guy was talking to his friend when I heard the word
‘faggot’ really loud. I asked him not to use that word. He said, ‘What word?’ and I
wouldn’t [repeat it]. Finally I said, ‘faggot’ and he said, ‘Man, you fags and dykes take
everything so seriously.’ [I told him that] homosexuals take things like that seriously
because it hurts them, just like if you were to call a Black person a ‘nigger’. [His
response was] ‘Now I understand why everyone hates you guys!!’”
She tells the interviewer that she feels disappointed and sad, because the student with
whom she had this exchange was an “old friend.” She also reports feeling scared and
even more self-conscious since the incident and admits that she cut some classes today
because of it. She says she tried going to the school administration last year, when she
received hate letters and was beaten up. She says, “They didn’t do anything.” This time,
she doesn’t try.
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Incident 69: Power Differential
This high school student decides to be honest about being gay, in an effort to speak out
about anti-gay prejudice. He comes out. Four months later he is walking down the hall.
The vice-principal comes up to him and asks to see the student in his office. According to
the young man, once in the office, the administrator “states that I [am] potentially too
political and [that] this might negatively affect my schoolwork.” He goes on, the young
man says, “to explain, ‘I’m straight, but you don’t see me telling everyone about it.’”
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Incident 70: Death Threat ... And Grown-Ups Who Back You Up
It is fall of his senior year, when this student is sitting in math class, doing his work and minding
his own business. A paper airplane sails through the air and lands by his desk. On it is a message:
“Fag Express ... Kill Fag.” He goes to see the vice-principal, to show him the death threat.
According to the young man, the vice-principal is “not happy.” He -- the Vice-Principal -questions the other students in the class individually and in private. They all name the three
offenders. (It turns out that one of them knows the young man’s sister. She told them a year ago
that her brother is gay. Since then, he has been enduring “more than daily” abuse.) The VicePrincipal suspends the primary perpetrator for a week and tells the targeted student to come to
him if he experiences any more harassment. The student shares the situation with his dad and
describes his dad as very supportive. He tells the interviewer that his dad’s response really helped
his self-esteem.
As supportive as these adults’ responses were, the harassment has continued for six more months
by the time the student calls the Safe Schools Project to report the incident. Now it’s mostly
verbal and hard to prove. As a result, the young man has tried avoiding certain parts of the school
and changing how he gets to and from school. He found himself cutting certain classes and
skipping whole days and he has finally dropped out of school.
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Incident 71: “Nothing Is Being Done”
This high school student witnesses one or two incidents a month of sexual slurs and put-downs.
She finally calls the Project to talk about an episode that happened after drama class. She and a
friend (who is openly gay) were standing by the front door of the school. Some guys called her
friend a “faggot,” while a handful of other students looked on and laughed. The incident left them
both upset. She says that her friend “doesn't feel comfortable in [drama] class and wants to drop
it.” She says, “He doesn't feel safe.”
So far, the caller hasn't been harassed personally, but she says she, too, came out this year and she
reports feeling unsafe at school.
After the episode, the caller told her brother about it. She says he was “very upset” and “wanted
to kick their butts.” She hasn’t told any school staff yet, but she wants to. In fact, she asks the
Safe Schools Project for help in talking with her principal because she’s tired of the principal “not
doing anything about it.” She says, “I just want something done about it; nothing is being done.”
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Incident 72: “They Don’t Know Anything About Me!”
This 16 year-old high school junior hoped that, by coming out, he could “sort of educate
people.” That was two months ago, at the start of the school year. Since then, he has been
verbally harassed “a couple of times a week.” He tells a Safe Schools interviewer that
kids direct jokes at him about oral sex. He says, “I've heard ‘faggot’ from people I don't
even know.” He explains that one recent incident happened around noontime. Five young
men hung out the windows of their Chevy Blazer and yelled “faggot” and “queer boy” at
him, as he was getting ready to pull out of the student parking lot. He is angry -- “They
don’t know anything about me!” he insists -- and he feels unsafe. He has an appointment
to talk with the principal. He wants school officials to be more aware of the sexual
harassment at his school, even though he doesn’t think any action can be taken about this
particular episode.
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Incident 73: Assumptions
She is seventeen, has short hair and some friends who are gay. She gets labeled “lesbian,” even though she
later tells a Safe Schools interviewer she is actually heterosexual. The hateful name-calling is a daily event.
People threaten her and avoid her in the hallways.
A student in her drama class is one of those who have been verbally assaulting her for being “lesbian.” One
day in that class, she is leading an exercise. He starts “making rude comments and refusing to participate in
the exercise, because [she is] leading it.” When she tells him to “just do the exercise,” he starts screaming,
“I hate you” and threatens to take her out in the parking lot and beat her up. The teacher tells the young
man to calm down and the young woman to “stop provoking” him.
The young woman, feeling sad and angry, calls the Safe Schools Project. When an interviewer asks her if
she has told any administrators what happened, she says she hasn’t. She doesn’t think anything would be
done. She relates several reasons for making that assumption: First, in her previous high school, when a
“concerned parent” complained to the principal about the student’s supposed sexual orientation, the
principal questioned the student and made her declare her heterosexuality in writing. Second, in her present
school, there’s “no education ... to teach kids about sexuality.” And finally, she reports a rumor that, before
she attended this school, another young woman was harassed severely for being believed to have AIDS.
That student allegedly got no administrative support and eventually dropped out.
Since the incident, the caller says, she hasn’t returned to school. She hopes to transfer to another school
where sexuality education is provided and where the administration is not, from her perspective, “looking
the other way.”
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Incident 74: What Does Censorship Have To Do With Safety?
A couple of months ago, this 17-year-old young woman told a few friends that she had figured out she was
lesbian. Apparently, somebody told somebody else and now several times each school day, people say
demeaning things to her in the hallways (“Lesbians are disgusting.” “Why would you hit on a girl?”). This
same small group of attackers have thrown things at her, spit at her, and threatened to “kick [her] butt.” It
makes it really difficult to keep her mind on learning.
Today, she is just walking down the hall with her girlfriend, “Monica,” when one of these bullies walks
right up to them and says, “Look! It’s ‘Monica’s’ bitch!” One other student laughs, but most of the people
in the hallway don’t seem to pay any attention. The girl who said the slur keeps walking.
That same evening, the targeted young woman calls the Safe Schools Project. She says she wishes
“someone would sit down with the girl and explain what she’s doing when she messes with gay students.”
She suggests they could “role play her getting ‘straight bashed’” to help her develop some empathy. But
she hasn’t said anything to any adults at school. When the interviewer asks her why she hasn’t, she says
“The way the school is - they’d just listen and say ‘uh-huh’ and wouldn’t do anything except tell the girl to
cut it out.” What makes her think that’s all that would happen? She relates an incident indicative to her of
the administration’s attitude. She says that when her friend wrote an article for the school paper about
having gay parents, the principal censored it -- wouldn’t allow it to be published. So now that she’s being
harassed, she doesn’t even look for adult support. On a 1 to 5 scale (where “5” means devastating and “1”
means no hurt at all) she says her emotional hurt is a 4 ... but she can handle it without adults if she needs
to.
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Incident 75: Blackmail
It all started five years or so ago, in about eighth grade. His peers would call him “faggot” and “queer.” Someone said,
“Get away from me; you have AIDS!” Over the years, his peers have told anti-gay jokes and inserted his name. There
was once graffiti written in the hall at school, saying, “__ is a fag.” People have thrown things at him, shoved him, and
punched him. His car was “keyed” (scratched with a key). Adults haven’t helped. In Human Sexuality class, for
example, the teacher just skipped over sexual orientation, apparently because she was uncomfortable with it.
The most recent sequence of events begins with a note posted on his locker threatening, “Faggot, if you show up at the
football game Friday, we’ll lynch you.” He makes copies of the note, because he figures it’s time to “keep a paper trail”
and leaves them, with the original note as well as his journal, in his book bag. The offenders (he doesn’t know how
many) steal the bag, tear into it and take everything. He will later tell a Safe Schools interviewer, “I don’t have
anything. I keep a happy face and pretend it doesn’t matter [and] write it in my journal. But they got all of it.”
He tells teachers and the principal what happened, leaving out the existence of a journal, because he doesn’t want
anyone – including adults -- to see it. The principal searches the lockers of a couple of students the young man
suspects, in hopes of finding the threatening note. He finds nothing. Apparently, no further action is taken.
That Friday, the young man finds another note, this time in his locker: “If you keep your mouth shut, no one will see
your journal.” He doesn’t report this latest note to the teachers or the principal, because, he says, “I just like basically
will do anything they say, so they don’t release the journal.” Anything.
Editor’s note: When the young man reported this situation to Safe Schools, a few days after receiving the second note,
he asked for help. An advocate tried repeatedly to get back to him discreetly by telephone. When that didn’t work, a
letter was sent inviting him to call the advocate directly. He didn’t respond. So, at this point it isn’t known whether he
made it through his senior year.
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Incident 95: Enforcing The “Right Way” To Look
The harassment has been going on for seven months, by the time this young woman’s friend calls the Safe
Schools Project to report it. Mostly, according to the caller, her friend is a target of verbal harassment. But
a couple of times a month it is “something really, really major” ... someone will follow her and block her
path; they’ll brush up against her in a sexual way; they might push or shove her; they might leave a nasty
note in her locker. What kinds of things do they say? They comment on the fact that she doesn’t shave her
legs. They say “how she [has] a nice cunt and what a waste [it is that she’s a lesbian].” They have asked her
“if lesbians have bigger cunts.” They have called her a “dyke.”
This morning, the targeted young woman came to school with a new haircut. People told her she looked
“queer” and asked her if she was. The caller says that the truth is her friend is a lesbian, and has been “even
when we were in eighth grade, [before] she even knew she was.” But today, when she was confronted
about it, she said, “No.” Then, her boyfriend and his friends came up and said “they’d heard things in the
past about her being gay.” They said they wanted to know if it was true, because, “now that she had the
haircut she sure looked queer.”
The caller says her friend made fun of the guys for asking and declared that she felt sorry for them. But
then, in private, she “was so angry, she cried.” And, even though the caller wasn’t personally targeted, she
says she’s feeling self-conscious and unsafe. In fact, she’s too upset to finish the interview, and counseling
takes precedence.
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Incident 96: A Drop In An Ocean of Hate
For two years, the students who attend the gay/lesbian support group have told their
facilitators about being harassed at school on a regular basis. They’ve described being the
targets at school of anti-gay graffiti, embarrassing notes, and rumors. Today is the first
time one of the adult facilitators actually witnesses harassment. Two students are minding
their own business, walking to their car after group. “Faggots!” The slur is repeated
several times.
The adult calls Safe Schools and describes the emotional damage of this one incident as
“minor.” But he says it was still upsetting to the students at whom it was directed. He
says it left them feeling angry. Once again.
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Incident 97: She Doesn’t “Fit Gay Stereotypes”
It is sixth period. There is a particular group of five students (characterized by the respondent as
four male “jocks” and a “preppy” young woman) who frequently engage in anti-gay harassment.
It’s not the first time they have targeted a particular 16 year-old young woman. Today, they call
her a “dyke” and a “lesbo.” Her shocked, angry reaction is, “What the hell?” Two of her
classmates come up to her afterwards to express their anger at the offenders and to voice their
support. One is astonished by the incident and troubled that the teacher may not have even
noticed. This “ally” seeks out a second teacher for help.
Both teachers and a school counselor talk with the targeted student. It is not reported why they
didn’t transfer the offenders out of the class. But they do help the targeted young woman to
transfer to a different, more supportive, class and they put her in contact with a social worker.
The second teacher, who later calls the Project about the incident, says that he doesn’t know how
the assailants even picked their target out. She is lesbian, but she’s not “out” about it. And, he
adds, she “does not fit gay stereotypes.” He says the whole incident has made him more vigilant
“for any kind of harassment, especially in [his] classroom.” And he says it has heightened his
own “awareness of homophobia.”
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Incident 98: Outing and Suicide
The worst incident in a month and a half of daily abuse didn’t happen at school, but many of the attacks that led up to it did. It wasn’t
even physical, but many of the attacks that led up to it were.
It all started at the beginning of the school year. The target’s friend who calls about it doesn’t know how word of his friend’s sexual
orientation got out, but it did. His friend had just figured out himself that he was gay and didn’t see anything wrong with it. Other
students did. People would say cruel things to him. They would threaten to beat him up. They would follow him as he walked home
from school. They would shove him and hit him. He went to school counselors for help. His friend alleges that they just said they’d
“watch out for it.”
The rumors and the constant barrage of verbal and sometimes physical harassment continued. Finally, less than two months into the
school year, one of the offenders got to the young man’s home after school before the young man himself got home. They knocked at
the door and, when a parent answered, said something about “your faggot son.” The parent said, “What!?” and the offender repeated,
“Yeah, he’s gay.”
The friend says the dad asked his son if it was true. “Yeah,” he told his dad, “I think so.” Then he told his dad about the harassment at
school. He thought his dad would be supportive. Instead, his dad screamed at him and kicked him out of the house.
He fled to a girlfriend’s house. He was distraught. He wouldn’t talk much with either friend (the female friend in whose home he was
staying, nor his male friend -- the respondent). Finally, a few days after he was outed to his family, at the home of his friend, the
young man killed himself.
That ended his pain, but not his friends’. The caller says that he every time he closed his eyes, he would see his friend. He started
smoking nonstop at that point. He cut himself to try to deal with the pain of losing his friend. Then he tried taking sleeping pills, but
that just made him throw up. A friend of his finally talked to a counselor on his behalf who was very supportive and sent him books to
read and information about support groups. Then he talked to the counselor himself. Things are getting better for him in the months
since his friend’s suicide. With good support, he’s managing his grief. He says he feels lucky that he’s getting the support he needs.
He only wishes his friend had gotten support, too.
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Incident 105: The Underground Letter
It begins when a panel of sexual minority youth makes a presentation to a high school staff
meeting. Some staff are offended. One of them, a counselor, allegedly writes a letter in which she
says she doesn’t want to be supportive of gay and lesbian youth. Apparently, it accuses those
among the staff who invited the panel of trying to “recruit” staff people and of wanting sexual
minority youth to have “special rights.” The counselor and another staff member circulate the
letter to those that they believe agree with them, keeping it a secret from those who disagree.
Approximately one-third of the staff sign the letter. It is presented to the principal.
One of the accused staff people, who reports the incident to Safe Schools six months later, says
that the principal didn’t respond to the letter very effectively. The staff became divided. Some
teachers who favored the panel stopped referring students to the counselor. Some supporters of
the counselor stopped speaking to those who supported the panel. The accused staff people
contacted the school district and the union, but didn’t really feel satisfied with the response of
either one. The school year ended with school climate and staff morale in serious trouble.
The individual who called Safe Schools would have liked for the principal to do two things
immediately after receiving the underground letter. First, he could have written an initial
response. Then he could have called together the concerned parties on both sides of the issue and
helped them to talk with one another, to prevent the conflict from escalating as it did. Six months
into the next school year, the respondent says, feelings are still raw among the staff.
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teachers who favored the panel stopped referring students to the counselor. Some supporters of
the counselor stopped speaking to those who supported the panel. The accused staff people
contacted the school district and the union, but didn’t really feel satisfied with the response of
either one. The school year ended with school climate and staff morale in serious trouble.
The individual who called Safe Schools would have liked for the principal to do two things
immediately after receiving the underground letter. First, he could have written an initial
response. Then he could have called together the concerned parties on both sides of the issue and
helped them to talk with one another, to prevent the conflict from escalating as it did. Six months
into the next school year, the respondent says, feelings are still raw among the staff.
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Incident 106: A Teacher Is “Outed”
For some time there have been rumors around school that a particular teacher is lesbian, perhaps
because she expresses support for gay civil rights. Then, one day, a student announces to another
teacher, who happens to chair the department, that in her opinion the teacher in question is a
lesbian. For a year and a half, nothing more is said, as far as the targeted teacher knows. That is,
until the teacher’s confidentiality is violated again to the other teachers in the department, this
time by the chair.
When the target of the outings calls the Safe Schools Project, she wonders aloud whether the
student was motivated by retribution. She says, “I [had been] on her case. She was disruptive and
wasn't doing well in my class.” She doesn’t express any opinion about the motives of the
department chair, except perhaps her religious beliefs.
Although she says she is doing “just fine,” she also says that she lost people she considered
friends ... that her relationships with the other teachers in the department have “cooled.” She tells
the interviewer that she feels scared these days, more self-conscious, and less confident. She says
she has considered changing schools.
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Incident 107: Bystander
The target is a gym teacher, but the caller is one of his eighth grade students. She has watched
him take the abuse of her classmates for years and she is fed up. They have egged his house.
People have written graffiti about him under the bleachers, “Mr. ___ is a faggot.” They’ve drawn
illustrations of him “doing stuff to other people” on their class papers. The incident that finally
prompts her to call the Safe Schools Project happens in a coed P.E. class. One of her classmates is
tardy. In an effort to discipline him, the teacher tells him to go take a shower. The student reacts
with blatant disrespect, in front of the entire class, “You just want to see me naked, you faggot.”
Other students laugh and show support for their peer.
The student who calls to report the episode doesn’t suppose it did more than minor emotional
harm to the teacher, but she says it has affected her, emotionally, as a bystander. She says she lost
friends through this incident. But most of all, she lost respect for her teacher because of how he
handled it. “He laid right down and took it,” she says, “and he was less of an authority figure after
that.” She thinks the principal heard what happened, although she didn’t say anything to any
adults at school. But as far as she knows, no steps have been taken to educate or discipline the
defiant student.
She expresses relief that she could report it to the Safe Schools Project. She says, “[At least] I
don’t have to just sit and watch.”
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Incident 108: When Is It Healthy To Share a “Secret”?
This drug and alcohol specialist teaches in an elementary school. One of her responsibilities is to conduct a
counseling group for children with a substance-abusing family member. She knows that secrecy is
emotionally dangerous for these young people ... that it can perpetuate the cycle of drug abuse. She is
thinking about modeling for them the sharing of secrets with people you trust by sharing that she is a sexual
minority.
In May of 1996, in a meeting with her principal, two secretaries and two other colleagues, she discusses the
possibility. No one tells her not to. They do say they think it is inappropriate and that there is no curriculum
for “such a thing” at the elementary level. Later that month she does decide, despite their advice, to come
out to a small group of her fourth and fifth graders.
Over the summer, a few parents write letters to the principal and to other teachers in the building,
demanding that she be transferred from the school. In one of the letters, a parent discusses the teacher’s
supposed “deep personal problems.” The teacher feels this is an erroneous attack on her character based
solely on the fact that she is lesbian. Another parent expresses the fear that, because the teacher is
attractive, the kids would want to be gay, too.
In September, she receives a letter from the personnel director of the school district transferring her from
the school and placing her on administrative leave. The teacher feels devastated, humiliated, demoralized,
and angry. Some colleagues are supportive and would like very much for her to come back. She says the
principal is not. She’s afraid she won’t be able to get another job in the district ... even though this district is
one of seven in Washington State with contract language protecting gay and lesbian employees from job
discrimination.
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Incident 109: Minor Vandalism
The pink triangle on the bumper of a teacher’s car is removed in the school parking lot.
He replaces it. It is removed again. He replaces it. The third time they remove it, he
catches the vandal and his buddy. The teacher himself and the school’s security guard
reprimand the young men. The offender says he doesn’t like gay people, but that he
would not do “anything like bash them.” He says being caught was a learning experience.
And, although the principal seems, from the targeted teacher’s perspective, not to think
the incidents are important, the teacher tells the Safe Schools Project that he is feeling
OK about the resolution. He has not reported any further incidents on campus.
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Incident 110: More Serious Vandalism
One day in March, she finds two of her car windows broken in the school parking lot.
This teacher suspects that they were broken because she has a bumper sticker supporting
gay civil rights. When the same two windows are rebroken a month later, and no other
cars are vandalized, it becomes clear to her that her suspicions were probably correct. The
school custodians express concern and help her clean up the mess. Some fellow teachers
and school counselors are “appalled.” When she calls the Project, she says she would
have liked her principal to assign a security guard to walk her to her car and to find the
petty cash resources to pay for the damage. But she describes her principal’s response as
“noncommittal” and says the district “denied liability.” She says she bought a new,
unmarked car and that she now parks in a secret, off-campus location out of fear.
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Incident 16: He Was Just Playing Kickball
An 11-year old fifth grade boy is targeted on an on-going basis. According to the friend
who reports this particular incident, there have been rumors around school that the 11year old is gay. He is playing kickball during recess one day when another fifth grader
comes up behind him and pulls his pants down. The offender makes a racial slur and runs
away yelling, “You stay away from me or I’ll kick your butt!”
The classmate who calls the Project says he went to the principal for help. He says the
principal seemed to doubt that the incident had really happened and acted as if he was
busy. When asked whether the perpetrator was disciplined, this friend tells the
interviewer, “I think so, but not enough. He had to write sentences.” When asked how
he’d have liked the principal to handle it, he says, “I would have liked him to do more
about it ... to go around and ask people about it. [I would have liked him to have gotten]
the ... person who did it and suspend him.”
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Incident 25: Outnumbered On the School Bus
Two ninth grade girls are riding the school bus one day in May, when they find
themselves the targets of a group of five middle-school boys. They call the girls “queers,”
“faggots,” “dykes” and publicly embarrass them. At some point, it gets physical. The
boys corner them, brushing up against them in a sexual way. The boys threaten them,
“You better watch out. We will get you.” The bus driver is present throughout the
incident, but does not intervene.
One of the girls calls the Safe Schools Project to report what happened. An interviewer
asks her what she thinks might have led the attackers to assume she was a sexual
minority. She says, “I speak up when they make [anti-gay] jokes, so they think we are
lesbians.” She tells the interviewer that, since the incident, her grades have suffered, she
has increased her use of alcohol, and she has thought about suicide.
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Incident 42: It Only Takes One Leader
It starts in September. This 15-year old high school freshman says that most of her
harassers are boys, but that one girl in particular is engaging in “more than daily” abuse.
This girl calls her a “lesbian” and a “whore.” She spreads rumors about her and tells this
freshman not to look at her because, according to the freshman, “She thinks I want her
body.”
Finally, a group of twenty or so people, mostly boys, but led by this particular girl, follow
her, corner her and pull her clothes down. They threaten to “kick [her] butt” because, they
say, she’s lesbian. She is scared and humiliated. She also feels very much alone. She tells
only one friend about what happened, no parents or school authorities. She doesn’t think
they would believe her and, besides, she’s afraid of “telling on” the primary perpetrator.
At some point, she feels depressed enough that she attempts suicide.
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Incident 43: Is “Conflict Mediation” Appropriate?
“Oh look, there's four lesbians sitting over there together!” The taunt is heard throughout the
cafeteria. Today, like every day for the past three weeks, the same group of four friends
experience sexual slurs, threats, and food being thrown at them. This particular incident occurs
when the friends come in from lunch. As a group of half a dozen other students, some male and
some female, walk down the hall, one yells, “You fucking lesbians.” Another challenges, “Oh
what, you can't look us in the face!? Is it because we're telling the truth? Do you have a problem
with this? If you do we can kick your ass right now!” One of the girls at whom all this is directed
asks the attackers why they’re doing this. Her friends keep walking.
When another of the girls, a 15 year-old, calls the Project to report what’s been happening, she
explains why she didn’t respond to the confrontation: “I didn't want them to know it was bugging
me.” But it was. Since this started, she says, she’s been depressed. “I just sit in my room and
think about what I should do. I wish I could take my backpack and run away.” She does identify
as lesbian, but she says, “People I don’t [even] know have heard or assumed that I’m gay. I don’t
know why they care.”
Although she says she did confide in her counselor, she reports that the counselor didn't seem to
quite know how to respond. “She encouraged me to get conflict mediation. [I want them to]
consider it as harassing. They should be punished like any other sexual harassment.”
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Incident 44: “I Can Turn You Around”
They are best friends. One young woman gives the other a kiss on the cheek at the prom
and their dates “decide [they] are gay.” The rumor is spread and the harassment begins.
People tell them, “Silly faggots; dicks are for chicks.” People “call [them] ‘dykes’ all the
time.”
Today, the two friends are hanging out near the cafeteria when two guys start calling
them “stupid dykes.” They push the girls and brush against them in a sexual way. Other
guys, perhaps ten altogether, join in. “I can turn you around.” “Why don’t you get a real
man?”
When one of the girls calls Safe Schools, she says her reaction was surprise and
humiliation. She says that, with a school counselor’s help, she went to the principal. The
principal, she says, “denied it ever happened.”
“How would he know?!” she asks. “He wasn’t even there!”
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Incident 45: The Dance
For about a year, since October of ninth grade, he’s been harassed at school on a daily
basis. People have written graffiti about him on desks and scratched it onto his locker
with a key. A particular group of guys, most of them athletes, have been calling him
“faggot” and “queer,” blocking his path, shoving him and punching him. They even told
his friends they would “slit his throat.”
Then, in October of his sophomore year, the young man takes his boyfriend to a school
dance. One of the bullies sees him and yells, “Why are you here, faggot?!” Six or eight of
the bully’s friends join in the verbal attack … until their dates get them to shut up.
After a while, since their body language is still thoroughly menacing, the targeted youth
asks a security guard for help. She tells the bullies to back off. They do, but not for long.
Soon he is dancing with a girl, when one of the bullies rams into him on the dance floor.
The caller’s boyfriend is so angry at that point that they call the dad, to come get the
boyfriend. The caller tries to tough it out, but he only lasts another half-hour before
giving up and going home. The dance was ruined for him, but beyond that, his grades
have suffered since this all started and he has to watch his back on campus all the time.
He’s begun to wonder if he has what it takes to stick it out until graduation.
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Incident 46: The Cafeteria
A high school freshman discovers a note in his backpack: “Faggots must die.” In the course of the
investigation, the Principal even considers that the boy himself could have authored the note. The Principal
asks him to take a polygraph test, which the young man takes and passes, apparently with his parents’
consent. He is telling the truth. The investigation into the death threat continues.
Another few days pass and one third period, two boys announce that they are going to “kick the fucking
faggot’s ass.” His friends tell the targeted youth to walk away. According to his mother, who later calls
Safe Schools, he does walk away.
Fast forward to lunch. The targeted youth walks into the cafeteria. There, one of the same two students
kneels in front of him and the other rushes him from behind, in order to knock him over the kneeling
accomplice. Somehow, he keeps his balance. The two offenders begin shoving and threatening him. A
teacher notices what’s going on and begins to break it up. A third student then starts verbally threatening
the targeted youth. The three attackers are still calling him “faggot” and “queer” as all four young men are
being escorted to the office.
The principal investigates what happened, expels the two who physically assaulted their classmate and
suspends the third offender. He also immediately calls one of the parents of the targeted youth. The mom
who calls Safe Schools the next day says that the family and the principal are now problem-solving
together and bringing in outside support. It is too soon to say what will happen next. Her son says he’s
feeling suicidal. All the adults are concerned.
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who calls Safe Schools the next day says that the family and the principal are now problem-solving
together and bringing in outside support. It is too soon to say what will happen next. Her son says he’s
feeling suicidal. All the adults are concerned.
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Incident 47: “Are You Gay?!”
It starts around 11:00 a.m., during a field trip. A classmate comes up to a high school
sophomore and asks him point blank, “Are you gay?” When he says “yes,” the offender
says, “I should kick your ass.” The offender then proceeds to go around to other students
on the field trip, telling them the target’s gay. A second student approaches the targeted
youth and the first offender tells him, “He’s the one.” The two offenders now begin
blocking the target’s way and shoving him.
By the end of the day, most of the other students on the field trip have begun to join in
the verbal harassment, pointing, laughing and generally ostracizing the primary target and
the one friend who stands by him.
In the week since the field trip, the attacks have not let up. Someone left him an
embarrassing note and people keep saying things to him and about him. He has talked
with friends – including an adult outside of school -- about the situation and describes
them as angry and supportive. But he has chosen not to go to any school employees about
the harassment.
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Incident 76: White Supremacists?
This high school student has given up extracurricular activities and he’s started drinking
and drugging more since he moved to Washington and the harassment began. He says
he’s afraid of straight guys sometimes, because of all the torment he’s experienced since
moving here. This time, it’s seven or eight guys who follow him and his female friend in
the hall. “Queer,” “Faggot,” “Sissy,” “Makeup Boy.” They push him around and he’s
pretty shaken up. But he later tells a Safe Schools interviewer that he is too embarrassed
about it to go to the principal and besides, he’s scared. He thinks a couple of the
offenders are white supremacists. He says they talk about white power in class
discussions (he’s never heard a teacher respond) and they shave their heads. So for now,
he’s just trying to get support for himself. He has to travel pretty far to attend a support
group, but it’s worth it.
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Incident 77: Spit
He’s seventeen and a junior in high school. He’s standing near the gym one day, when
someone spits at him. What makes him think that it’s related to his being gay? The group
of guys from which the spit flew have called him “faggot” and other anti-gay slurs in the
past. The only reason nobody said actual words on this occasion, he is sure, is that this
time he was surrounded by friends. He feels degraded, but not threatened, so he doesn’t
bother to go to the administration about it. But he wants people to know this kind of thing
happens. Even in little rural schools. Maybe especially in little rural schools. The two
sympathetic teachers to whom he mentions the incident are “appalled” he says. They
wish they could change things, “but after all, this is [a small town.]”
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Incident 78: More Retribution For Speaking Up
He doesn’t “come out” at the assembly that day, but this high school junior does speak
out against homophobia. Later that day, he’s walking down a stairwell on the campus,
when six or seven guys he doesn’t know begin harassing him. One starts it with, “Look at
him. That gay guy!” One throws an apple at him and misses. Way outnumbered, he
smiles and keeps walking. At the time, it makes him mostly angry. But over the next few
days, he’s harassed twice more. By the time he calls the Safe Schools Project, several
days after the incident on the stairwell, he says he has started feeling self-conscious and
scared. On and off, he has been depressed. He’s avoiding certain parts of the campus
now.
He tells an interviewer that he attends a support group for sexual minority youth where
his friends and the counselor have been “really great.” In fact, his friends thought he
should have “made a bigger deal out of it than [he] did.” His parents have also been there
for him. He says, “They’ve always been supportive; I wasn’t surprised.”
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Incident 79: Second Period Torment
Within days of the start of his junior year, second period becomes a difficult place to be. Every day, kids
insult his personal appearance. They talk with lisps and mimic his voice. They take one of his diaries.
Someone writes “fag” on his notebook. People start calling him names: “fairy,” “queen,” “queer,”
“spermicide,” “faggot.” His second period teacher witnesses the harassment, but remains silent. Someone
threatens, “We’re gonna kill you. Die.” In mid-September, three cars full of people from his second period
class show up outside his home. They sit there and shout, “Come out; we know you’re in there.” The
student tells the principal what happened. The harassment at school continues. It gets physical. People
follow him, chase him and brush up against him. They spit on him or at him.
He cuts the class. He is disciplined for cutting class. He can’t pay attention there anyway, so he asks his
counselor and the principal to allow him to drop the class. He is told that letting him drop the class would
violate school rules ... that it can’t be done. He is told that if he doesn’t go to his second period class, he
will be withdrawn from school. Sometimes he skips whole days of school, to avoid second period. Three
weeks into the school year, he is withdrawn (expelled).
By the time he calls the Safe Schools Project to report the sequence of events, it has been over a year. A
difficult year. A year in which he became so confused, lonely and depressed (watching television eleven
hours a day and sleeping the rest of the time) that he attempted suicide. He was afraid to leave the house to
find work, but he felt he couldn’t tell his parents about the harassment. Now he is homeless. He says,
“[Those three weeks] ruined my life. I was the smartest kid in the school and then I left.”
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Incident 80: Humiliating Hallways
It starts at the beginning of the school year. People spread rumors about this high school
student’s sexual orientation. They say things to her and about her, as she moves through
the halls at school. Things she won’t repeat, when she later reports the situation to the
Safe Schools Project. Things intended to publicly humiliate her. People say they don’t
want her at their school. They threaten that she “could have all kinds of accidents.” The
same group of people talks about “teaching her to like certain things,” presumably sexual
things.
The pattern of harassment comes to a head in an incident that starts on campus and ends
in a private home. An older girl, a senior, starts “talking to her” ... apparently initiating at
least a friendship. They “talk a lot.” The senior invites her to a party at her home. She
goes. The older girl manipulates her into going into the bedroom. She asks her to dance.
She gets her to take off first her dress, then the rest of her clothes. The older girl leaves
the room for a moment and the younger one lies down on the bed. The senior returns,
bringing all the party guests to see her nakedness.
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Incident 81: “If You Ever Get Hurt, I’m Not Going to Help You ...”
For two school years this 16 year-old has been the target of daily abuse by a group of his fellow
students. They have called him a “faggot,” spread rumors about him, tied a condom to his locker
and poured milk in it, thrown things at him, pushed him around, punched him, kicked him and
threatened him with a gun. It’s always the same perpetrators and he’s sure that adults at school
are aware. He believes that his PE teacher lowered his grade specifically because he is openly
gay.
One day, in the spring of his junior year, this young man has an argument with another student as
the other student is leaving the school grounds. The acting principal observes the argument. After
the other student leaves, the acting principal follows the first young man -- the one who’s openly
gay -- and blocks his path. According to the young man, who later calls the Safe Schools Project,
this adult physically restrains him so that he cannot leave and says, “Homosexuality is wrong
because the Bible says so. If you ever get hurt, I’m not going to help you because it’s your fault.”
With his parents’ support, the student seeks help from a teacher at his school. The teacher is
supportive and gives him a school district number to call. It works. The district administration
apparently reprimands the offending employee. It is a private reprimand, but it seems to be
effective. When he calls the Project, the student reports feeling that the school climate has
changed for the better, not just for him, but for others, too. He says he’s proud of how he handled
the incident.
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Incident 82: He Doesn’t Want Them “Punished or Anything”
… He Just Wants It To Stop
It starts second semester of his junior year. He isn’t “out” about being gay, but apparently, there
are rumors. Kids point at him and call out “faggot.” Somebody vandalizes his car, removing the
grill and wrecking the engine. It continues into his senior year. Then, during the photo shoot of a
class picture for the yearbook, four guys start calling him “faggot” and “freak.” They brush up
against him in a threatening way, “just to let [him] know they are there.”
When he calls the Safe Schools Project, he says he’s proud of how he’s been handling the abuse,
“shrugging it off” and telling himself, “It’s stupid.” But he also says he has a harder time paying
attention in class since it started happening and that he now avoids parts of the school grounds.
He says he’s talked to other gay and lesbian students who say they've had trouble with the same
offenders. He feels angry and upset. “I don't know these people,” he reports, “but they seem to
know where I work and live.”
He tells the interviewer that he thinks the adults at the school know this is happening ... but that
he hasn’t told them. When the interviewer asks him why, he says, “I wasn’t comfortable then
[with my sexuality] and I didn't know who to talk to or how to talk to them.” He says he doesn't
want the offenders “punished or anything,” but he would like the principal to, “get them to shut
up ... [to] just have them stop.”
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Incident 83: The Cost of A Kiss
Some of their peers started harassing them last year, when they were a sophomore and a junior. It continued
this fall. Finally, just wanting to be together, the two decide to go to a dance. Some fellow students make
offensive comments to them at that dance, because both are young women. But others show their support.
The next Monday, however, when the couple shares a kiss, the harassment escalates. People call them slurs.
One student comes right up to them in the hallway and says, “This is wrong, what you are doing ... a girl
with a girl.” Three or four students follow them and block their path. Twenty or more others watch as
someone shoves the young women and spits at them. The girls are scared; they run. And they leave school
early that day.
A couple of those who witnessed the attack go to a school counselor about it. But the damage has already
been done: the girls are not only enraged, they are overwhelmed. One of them tries to commit suicide the
next day. Her family, sad and concerned, helps her get hospitalized for mental health observation.
Back at school, the staff respond. At first, some blame the victims, asserting that “they shouldn't have been
kissing.” Others, however, respond “quickly and efficiently,” according to the district-level administrator
who later calls the Safe Schools Project.
She says that staff investigated the incident. The perpetrators were privately reprimanded. Administrators
were alerted by e-mail to what had occurred so they could be on alert for future incidents.
Still, the administrator who calls Safe Schools expressed a wish: that this sort of incident be handled in the
future with an all-school assembly “to address this issue head-on and to provide a safer, more friendly
environment for all students to be in.”
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Incident 84: Attempted Rape
A young woman stays after school for band practice. She’s walking down the hall afterwards
when two or three boys start following her. They start saying they know she’s “queer” and all she
needs is a good man. They threaten to “teach her what it’s like to be straight,” presumably by
raping her. They block her path. One of them grabs her. She knees him in the groin and escapes.
She finds a sympathetic adult by writing a paper about the incident for class. Her teacher,
appalled and angry, talks with her in private. She seems to the teacher, who later calls Safe
Schools, to be “terrified, angry and demoralized.” With her permission, her teacher talks with the
principal, who responds with “great sadness.” Four years later, when the teacher calls Safe
Schools to describe the assault, she can’t say for sure whether the offenders were ever disciplined.
But she does know that, since the incident, her staff has been making clear in many ways that all
forms of harassment are wrong. The dean of students, she says, is “particularly strong” regarding
harassment, even in the face of some students’ calling him gay for supporting gay people. The
school tries to prevent this sort of thing from reoccurring by educating students and training staff.
They come down hard on hate speech, as when a student came to school wearing a “Straight is
great; Gay doesn’t pay” tee-shirt. The teacher thinks that, as a result of these kinds of staff efforts,
things may have gotten a little better in the last few years.
But she called the Safe Schools Project because she never wants to forget – and she wants others
to know -- about the student who was almost raped because someone thought she was a lesbian.
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Incident 17: Attack By the Whole Sixth Grade Class
It begins on December 1, 1990, when he is eleven and in the sixth grade. Someone steals
not only his money and his watch, but also his diary ... in which he is struggling with
feeling as if he is a girl on the inside. It’s not that he doesn’t like and feel attracted to
girls. He says in his diary that maybe he is actually a lesbian. Classmates sell his diary for
$10.00 a page. Then a large group (“the whole class”) physically attacks him in the
classroom, when the teacher is not around. Someone hits him or punches him. They pull
some of his clothes off and try to get him to wear the girls’ clothes.
He tells nobody. He feels confused and afraid and lonely. He starts to get sick more often.
When he is in class, he participates less and has trouble paying attention.
There have been a dozen more incidents over four years for this 16-year old transgender
youth, by the time he calls the Safe Schools Project to talk about how it all started.
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Incident 26: Two Years of Attacks
Through all of seventh and eighth grades, this fifteen-year-old young woman has been the
target of frequent harassment. She’s been threatened and had rumors spread about her.
She’s been publicly humiliated on a daily basis. There have been graffiti in the bathrooms
linking her romantically with two friends. One friend says it made her uncomfortable to
even go into the bathrooms. On this particular day, the primary target is walking down
the hall with those same two friends. It’s lunchtime. Five seventh grade girls start to
follow them and call them names. Then one blocks their path and hits the young woman.
The friend who calls in the report says she didn’t intervene because the offender “was
big, tall and mean.” She was afraid. She says, “There was a teacher in the hall and she
was like just standing there.” She says, “That’s how it is at my school.”
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Incident 27: More Than An Arm is Broken
This seventh grade boy is taunted daily: “pervert,” “faggot,” “queers burn in hell,” “fags are scum,” “your
parents are faggots.” Someone scribbles “____ loves boys” on his notebook. He finds hateful notes in his
locker. His mother appeals to the principal to do something. The principal assures her the staff will get
“sensitivity training” and the harassment will stop. She is angry that the students won’t receive any
“training.” It’s been students harassing her son, not adults. The harassment continues.
Then one day, following a game of “smear the queer,” the boy is involved in an altercation. Apparently, it
is another student’s unsolicited advice about how not to look so gay (sic) that triggers the altercation. He
ends up fighting alone, against at least two other kids. By the time it’s over, he has cuts, bruises, a lump on
his neck from being struck with a coke bottle, a swollen hand from being shoved into a locker, a sprained
ankle from trying to get away, and a broken arm. He goes to the school nurse, who puts an icepack on his
arm. Then he is reprimanded and suspended for the rest of the day.
It is not clear from the mother’s report -- months later -- who threw the first punch, but it may well be her
son. And probably no one would argue that, whomever it was, physical violence must be met with
consequences. Still, she’s frustrated that it is still happening daily and angry that school personnel seem
insensitive to the enormity of the provocation. And they seem unwilling to educate or discipline the
provocateurs as long as her son meets their verbal and physical harassment with fists. It seems to the
mother so unfair to put all the blame on the child who defends his dignity with violence and none on the
people who publicly humiliate him on an agonizingly constant basis.
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Incident 28: Pushed and Poked Too Far
It is April 1996. For the past six months, this middle schooler has been physically harassed and
called names like “fag” and “fairy” multiple times every day. The kids look at him and say, “I
can’t believe they let a gay person in this school” and “Gays are not normal.” Soon he is coming
home two or three times a week, with bruises and small puncture wounds from being jabbed with
pencils and wires. A teacher starts walking the boy and his mother to and from class.
One day he is sitting at his desk when one of the harassers asks him, “Do you have a staring
problem?” Then someone else pokes him from behind. When he accuses someone of doing it, a
student says, “He must have eyes on his butt to see who’s poking him.” Frustrated and
embarrassed, he pulls the chair out from under the classmate who made the comment. That boy
gets up, swings at the student and a fight is on. Teachers separate the two boys. A few classmates
speak up for the one being teased, but he is still escorted out of the class to calm down.
That afternoon, he and his mother call the Safe Schools Project. He tells the interviewer that both
combatants were taken to the office, but that only he was suspended for a day. He says he’s
feeling angry, afraid, and lonely. He isn’t sure he can handle five more years of this in order to
graduate.
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Incident 29: “No One Else's Business”
A group of students at this middle school call a lot of people gay or lesbian. They told one student
her brother was a “fag” because he wore glasses. They “freak out when they think someone is gay
or lesbian” and they say it is “sick” and “wrong.” They tell ugly anti-gay jokes.
Now, they have decided that one eighth grader in particular is gay. One of them grabs his
backpack and starts kicking it around. They tear it. They write, “I'm a fag” on the back of the
backpack. When he tries to mark it out, they accuse him of trying to highlight it. They laugh and
throw things at him. And then two of them physically attack him, shoving and punching him
“really hard” on his shoulders and arms and head. He doesn't fight back. Besides the group of
about a dozen offenders, another seven or so students witness the whole thing. A teacher finally
happens upon the scene and stops the assault.
One of the students who saw it all, later defends the targeted young man to the teacher, explaining
that he “didn't do anything.” She describes the teacher as somewhat supportive. She says she
thinks the offenders were told, in private, that their behavior was “inappropriate,” but she wishes
they had been disciplined in some way, too. She says, “If the kid is gay, it is no one else's
business unless he wants it to be.”
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Incident 30: The Fistfight
For a whole semester, one middle schooler has been harassing a particular classmate,
calling him a “faggot.” Others may have contributed to the bullying, too, but the secretary
says there’s been one primary offender and that adults in the school have known about it.
Finally, in mid-January, it comes to a head during class one day. The offender calls him a
“faggot” one time too many and the targeted student hits him. A struggle ensues.
The teacher intervenes, but refuses to acknowledge the provocation that preceded the
fistfight. The targeted student is suspended. According to the school secretary, the child’s
permanent record states simply, “suspended for fighting.” The school secretary
characterizes the child’s emotional hurt as a five on a one to five scale … and she is upset
for him. His tormentor is apparently not disciplined at all.
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Incident 48: Locker Room Assault
A bisexual, transgender ninth grader has been experiencing harassment “off and on”
(when pressed he says “three times a week”) for months. People talk about him, brush up
against him in a sexually menacing way, and generally try to embarrass him. Then one
December day a guy confronts him in the boy’s locker room after P.E. “Are you wearing
cover-up?” Cornered by the blunt question, he says, “Yes.” The first bully and his friend
proceed to grab their target, holding him down and wiping his face with a wet paper
towel. Other students just watch. The assault ends when the bell rings.
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Incident 49: Seventeen Broken Bones
It’s autumn and school has just let out for the day. An openly gay tenth-grader is walking
down the hall. A group of students, led by one youth who is apparently not a student, start
making anti-gay remarks and threatening the tenth-grader. He keeps walking. Other
student bystanders tell the offenders not to “mess with” the young man and to “lay off.” It
doesn’t work.
The ringleader allegedly attacks the tenth-grader, breaking his nose and seventeen bones.
Staff people show up and stop the assault. They get the targeted young man to the
emergency room, where doctors insert a metal rod in his nose.
The respondent, a student who witnessed the attack, says she thinks that criminal charges
were filed as well. But two years later, she says she knows of no action by the school.
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Incident 50: Attack at the Bus Stop
A tenth grade girl is waiting for her school bus one winter day. Two guys, juniors, show
up at the bus stop and begin calling her a ‘dyke’. She tries to walk away and they follow
her. She runs and they chase her. They block her path, brush up against her in a sexual
way and tell her, “We know you’re a dyke! We can change you!” They shove her, hit her
and tear up her backpack. There are no witnesses.
She tells her friends about it and, although it scares them, they rally around her. She tells
her parents and she feels good about their response. She does worry that they’ll be too
protective of her in the future. She also tells a counselor at school. The counselor
describes to a colleague feeling powerless.
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Incident 51: Attack of the Basketball Team
A student athlete, 15-years old and a freshman, breaks up with her girlfriend. The ex-girlfriend
comes to a basketball game and tells a friend about the break-up. Word spreads among both
teams. One player tells their coach that they do not want to play any more if she is on the court.
After the game, half a dozen of her own teammates follow her. They catch up with her outside the
gym, on school grounds. They surround her and attack her verbally: “pussy-eater,” “bull-dyke,”
“half-man-half-woman,” “freak,” “fag” and “bitch.” They spit on her. Someone says, “If you
don’t get off this basketball team, I’ll make you regret it on and off the court.” Someone else
threatens, “If I ever catch you looking at me ... you know that pocket knife I carry.” Then they
pull her clothes off, grab her private parts, and “beat the hell out of [her].”
She later tells the interviewer that she didn’t want her parents to know. She says she “stayed in
the park, like a bum, ‘til [she] healed” and told them she was at her Grandma’s.
Since the incident, there have been graffiti written about her on chalkboards and in school
bathrooms. She has been almost totally ostracized. She says no one speaks to her except her
relatives. She doesn’t go to dances. She has given up all school sports. She says the worst wounds
were not so much physical as spiritual. She says that she was made to feel “less human than
everybody else” and left to wonder if she is a “freak.”
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Incident 52: “Why? Are You Some Kind of Fag?!”
Two high school students are eating lunch. One tells the other that he is joining jazz choir. His
friend blurts out, “Why? Are you some kind of fag?!” Other students who are sitting nearby
laugh. The verbal assault becomes a physical altercation.
The targeted youth later confides the episode to a trusted teacher, who in turn calls the Safe
Schools Project. The teacher reports that the offender allegedly slapped his so-called “friend” and
punched him in the shoulder. Apparently, this is the latest in a series of incidents, spanning
several months. She describes the targeted teen as “devastated.” She says it has caused him to cut
classes and she reports that he seems to have a harder time paying attention when he is in class.
She suspects that his grades may be suffering because of the on-going harassment.
Perhaps most troubling: she sees a change in his attitude. He acts “hostile” now. He’s not getting
along with his parents. He’s resistant to counselors. And she describes him as “homophobic
where he once was tolerant.” She wishes he could have the support of the principal for the notion
that “jazz choir isn't an unmanly thing.”
She also comments on the whole environment at her school. She says that two openly lesbian
students have “suffered abuse” there and that gay teachers are terrified about being “outed.” She
sees the “boys [as feeling] extremely nervous and fearsome.” And she says the bottom line is
simply that “the environment is [one where] it's OK to hate gays.”
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Incident 53: Halloween
For Halloween, a tenth grade boy goes to school dressed in “drag” (as a woman). At school a
student threatens, “Better watch out walking home tonight.” For the boy in costume this type of
threat is nothing new. For years, he has been verbally and physically harassed at school for being
gay.
At about 8:40 p.m. the same day he is walking home with a couple of friends when he sees a
silver car he recognizes. The car parks nearby and four people get out. The boy and his friends
continue toward his house. Suddenly he hears “homophobic remarks” and is pelted with eggs. His
two friends flee and he is attacked by four to seven males all hiding behind masks. They punch
him in the face and jaw, split his lip, and give him a black eye. The attackers flee and the boy
heads home.
When he arrives at school the next day he finds that many people already know about the incident
and who the attackers are. A lot of people show him support. The teachers and administrators
hold a staff meeting to discuss the incident. Some teachers and counselors express to the youth
their anger at the offenders and their worry for his safety. The principal is very supportive. He
tells the targeted youth that he would like to expel the assailants, but he can’t ... even though the
threat was issued on campus, the assault happened elsewhere.
Despite this show of support, the boy is still afraid and angry. The secretary offers him the phone
to call police; he declines. When asked why, he says, “I’m afraid to call the police because other
kids might attack me. [It’s hard] not knowing where I can go to be safe.” Then he adds that he
does plan to press charges if it happens again.
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Incident 54: The Bus Stop Before School
It is 6:30 a.m., on May 23, 1996. A sixteen-year-old high school student is waiting at a bus stop
on his way to school. A complete stranger approaches and asks him if he’s a “fag” or a “homo.”
The young man -- who really does consider himself heterosexual -- answers, “No,” but he adds,
“I don’t see how that is your business.” The stranger, not hearing or not believing the “no,”
begins to push and shove him, stating, “I’m a fucking Christian and I think that’s disgusting.” The
young man states that he doesn’t want to fight (especially because the antagonist is bigger than he
and he is aware of two other strangers behind him). He tries to walk away, but the attacker pulls
him back and shoves him against a car yelling, “Bitch!” “Queer!” “Pervert!” etc. He pushes the
student to the ground, and proceeds to beat him with his fists and kick him. The student remains
curled up until the beating stops. The assailant and the two other strangers walk away, never to be
seen again.
Nursing a black eye, three facial cuts and bruises on his right forearm, he climbs on the bus. Once
at school (a private, Christian school), he reports the incident to his teachers and principal, his
friends and family, and the police. He finds them all very supportive. He says their reactions
“showed me that there is a lot of love and support in my school, on the part of all the people.” He
adds that, “at our school we all have a responsibility to combat this kind of bigotry against anyone
for any reason.”
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Incident 55: Principal’s Dilemma: No Other Options?
Six weeks before school is out, this high school sophomore “comes out” during a class discussion
about cultural diversity. Within two days, the whole school knows he is gay and the verbal
harassment starts (“Fudgepacker,” “Fag Boy,” “Queer Ass”). People threaten to hurt him. For
about a week he tries to live with it. He can’t. He becomes physically ill, won’t eat, loses twenty
pounds. Finally, he tells his mother he’s gay and explains what’s been happening. She decides to
keep him out of school.
She goes to the principal. The principal tells her that the school has a “zero tolerance policy”
concerning malicious harassment. But when her son can’t (or won’t) identify the offenders, the
principal says that there is nothing he can do. The mom asks if she can bring her son’s
schoolwork home so that he can finish the year and not lose all the credits he’s earned. The
principal says he won’t ask the teachers to do that much extra work. Two teachers say that they’ll
fail him if he doesn’t come to school to take final exams. He is terrified to do so.
He finally does go in to school, however, despite his fears, to obtain a transcript so he can transfer
to a high school completion program at a community college. This is when, as he is walking
through the hall, he is physically assaulted.
Again, the principal insists there’s nothing he can do, unless the gay youth identifies the
assailants. Again he can’t or won’t. When his mother calls the Safe Schools Project, she says her
son was mortified by the attack, that he can’t sleep, that he’s seeing a counselor. She asks the
Safe Schools Project for help.
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Incident 85: “I Would Rather Die Than … Relive It.”
He has never been out at school, but rumors have been rampant all through high school. There
have been graffiti (“__ is a faggot”) and constant verbal harassment (“Faggot!” “Do you want to
suck my dick?”). And the silence of the adults who have seen it happening has been painful.
Then, in his senior year a group of people, mostly guys, corner the high school senior and beat
him so severely he ends up in the emergency room.
When he reports the incident to the Safe Schools Project two years later, the young man says he
felt he couldn’t report the assault to adults at school. He was afraid they would tell him “boys will
be boys” and send him for treatment to “cure” him of his sexual orientation. And he didn’t tell his
family because, he says, “They would have [had] a terrible time with it.” He would have changed
schools if he could have, but he lived in a small town and changing schools wasn’t an option.
Instead he cut classes and skipped whole days of school. He avoided the halls and the school
cafeteria and he developed a “total fear and hatred of the whole school and the people within it.”
He eventually attempted suicide. He says now, “I would rather die than have to relive it …”
He’s doing better now that he’s out of school and he has built a support system. He says it would
be nice, though, if someone would start a support group specifically for students from small
community schools.
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Incident 86: Afraid They Would Kill Her
Three or four boys are making her life at school intolerable. This high school junior is not
openly lesbian at school, but she will later describe herself as “butch.”
Her tormenters follow her in the halls and in the gym. They make anti-gay jokes to her
and about her and do everything they can to embarrass her. They tell her God hates her
and that she’s going to Hell. At first, she doesn’t tell anyone. She figures that if they find
out she got them in trouble, they’ll be even madder. She’s afraid they would kill her.
Then it starts to get physical: they chase her, corner her, hit her. Finally, an adult sees
what’s going on and breaks it up. But nothing more is done and the situation doesn’t
improve. Eventually, her mom starts walking the young woman to her classes. Finally,
she gives up and drops out of school.
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Incident 87: On May 8, 1995, Her Son Took His Own Life
Three friends, two guys and a girl, are walking home from a video store on April 6, 1995, at about 3:00 p.m. School is
closed for spring break. A car passes them. One of the passengers recognizes them from high school. He points at them
and shouts “Those guys are gay!” (The truth is, one of the guys is open at school about being bisexual. His two friends
are actually heterosexual.)
The three friends ignore the carful of youths and keep walking. They cut through school property to get away. The
people from the car, four young men, follow them onto the campus. When they catch up, one proclaims, “We don’t
tolerate ‘fags’ here.” He challenges them to fight. The four guys from the car jump the young men and beat them both
up. They stomp on the chest of the bisexual youth and kick him in the groin. He blacks out. When he comes to, the
three friends find a school janitor who lets them call “911.” The police come. One young man’s mother takes everyone
to the Emergency Room. The guys are treated and released, but not before one of their attackers shows up at the
hospital and is arrested. In the meantime, the second young man calls his mother at work to tell her what happened. His
parents come to his side. The Vice-Principal is called.
According to the mother who later calls the Safe Schools Project, the Vice-Principal was “shocked, horrified, and really
angry.” She gratefully describes how teachers and many other community members held a rally on April 14th to
express their support for the three friends and their abhorrence of what happened. She tells how her son stood up at that
rally and declared his hope that his two friends would never again have to experience such a thing ... that he said, “They
probably won’t, because they’re straight, but I probably will, because I’m bisexual.”
Community and family support were not enough. His mother says that, on April 19, he entered inpatient mental health
care for depression. He came home April 28th. On May 8, 1995, her son took his own life.
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Incident 88: Field Trip
It’s an out-of-state field trip. Three of the Washington State high school students, all girls, are
“just hanging on each other,” holding hands. They get into town and a group of local teens glare
at them. A car passes and someone yells, “You guys go back where you came from!” Scared, they
keep walking with the rest of the class. Then a group of a dozen or so younger boys, perhaps 12
years old, begin calling the three friends names. One shouts, “Are you going to have a group
orgy?” Another hollers, “Do you use your fingers or food?” The whole class watches (some
defending the girls verbally, some saying nothing, and others encouraging the attack) as one of
the local kids spits at the girls and others start throwing rocks at them. The rocks miss their
targets.
When one of the girls -- a heterosexual high school junior -- reports the incident several months
later, to the Project, she says she doesn’t think any of the adults from her school saw what was
happening. There were about five other adults, who seemed to be the parents of the local boys,
watching the whole thing and doing nothing to stop it. She admits that she and her friends did
answer the boys’ “jokes” and says that, at first, they egged the younger kids on. But when it got
violent, she got scared and she says that her “stomach wasn’t doing too good.”
When the interviewer asks if the incident had any other effects on her, she says it taught her a
lesson: “It made me realize how bad harassment can be and not to harass others [based] on what
you assume.”
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Incident 89: The Teacher Didn't Know What To Do, But “Did A Good Job” Anyway
He was fifteen years old when he started at this school in September. From day one, he was open about being gay and
would speak up about gay civil rights. From day one, his fellow students harassed him. They would do or say
something embarrassing or threatening perhaps four times a week on average (write graffiti about him, throw food at
him, push him around, spit on him).
Then one day in December, he's alone in the locker room changing into his pep squad uniform before a basketball
game. A fellow student walks in, sees him, and declares that the locker room is for men and that the gay young man is
not a man. When the targeted youth verbally defends himself (“I'm just as much a woman or man as you are”), the
other student attacks him physically, cornering him and shoving him hard against a locker.
As soon as the assailant leaves, the youth goes to find a teacher. Shaking and crying, physically bruised and
emotionally “devastated,” he relates what happened. (Later, he will tell an interviewer that this particular teacher didn't
know how to respond, but “did a good job” anyway.) The teacher believes him, helps him calm down, and is just very
supportive. Once he gathers himself together, the student goes to the Principal for help. With no witnesses, it's one
student's word against another's and the Principal doesn't seem to believe the student was really assaulted.
It isn't until a week later, when a teacher witnesses the same student verbally assaulting him, that he is able, with the
teacher and a guardian as allies, to convince the Principal to suspend the assailant.
Even then, he says he would have liked a little education and counseling along with the discipline. He wishes the
assailant had been required to “sit in on a gay/lesbian panel” and to undergo therapy, just as he needed therapy after the
assault. But he says that his openness about what happened may have made school a little safer for “new young
students” (one, he says, in particular). That, at least, is a source of pride for him.
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Incident 90: “Why Can't I Be Normal?”
She was in the eighth grade when the “almost daily” harassment started. But it certainly wasn't just a
middle school phenomenon. In January of her senior year, it's still happening. In fact, this time it's
particularly brutal.
It is 9:00 p.m. She has just served on the color guard at a basketball game. After the game, as she's leaving
the gym, two girls she doesn't even know attack her in the parking lot, apparently for how she looks. They
yell “God Damn dyke bitch” and they beat her up, leaving her with a swollen lip and various bruises.
Three days after the incident, she confides in a teacher, who in turn helps her to call the Safe Schools
Project. When the interviewer asks her, through the teacher, to describe how she felt at the time of the
assault, she says she was in pain, physically, and that she had a “why-can't-I-be-normal” feeling. The years
of abuse at the hands of her peers have made her self-conscious and lonely and scared. And although she
does feel supported by her friends and this one teacher, and somewhat supported by her family, she has
attempted suicide at least once over the years because of the abuse. She has not reported any of the
incidents to the Principal. And she has asked the teacher in whom she confided about this incident not to go
to the Principal either. She “doesn't want to make trouble.” And she's afraid that “he might bring it up” in
the letters of recommendation she is going to need as she gets ready to graduate. The interviewer asks how
is she doing now. She says simply, “I don't want to say” ... which says it all.
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Editor’s Note: Incident 91, below, provides us with a fascinating study of differing perspectives. Three people called in regarding
the same event. When multiple individuals have reported other incidents, their reports have been combined into a single narrative in
this Report. This time, however, the accounts are different enough that the research team wanted the reader to see them side-by-side.

Incident 91: Version One - The School Employee’s Account of What Happened
This adult was not surprised by what happened; she had “seen it coming for a while.” She hasn’t been aware of any
previous physical assaults at her school, but she does know that gay students have been harassed (told, for instance that
it is “lame” to be gay) and threatened. She estimates that it’s been happening to someone about once a week and she
knows that this particular youth was threatened last year. In defense of her school, she says that lesbians aren’t treated
badly there, only boys who are perceived to be gay. She says that people at her school “aren’t malicious.” They “try to
get along.” But some have what she calls a “cowboy mentality” and think that “different equals bad and scary.”
She says it began when a student, whom she describes as gay, gave some flowers to another young man at school. The
girlfriend of the young man who received the flowers confronted the student who gave the flowers. She says the giver
of the flowers punched the young woman. They were “broken up.” Then, according to the school employee, the two
students went into a room and talked about the incident.
Next, she says the giver of the flowers told a group of male students that he was gay and they “reacted by beating him
up.” She doesn’t think his injuries were serious enough to require first aid, but she thinks the beating caused “a lot” of
emotional hurt. She says that thirty or so students and three teachers witnessed the beating. And she says that the adults
were upset and appalled and that they intervened to defend and support the targeted youth. She also says that the adult
witnesses tried to get help for the targeted student afterwards.
Her perception is that there was “‘inappropriate behavior’ on both sides.” She says the Principal handled the whole
thing well, suspending the targeted youth for assaulting the young woman and also suspending the group of students
who assaulted him. She says that, the next day, the Principal arranged “sensitivity training” for staff and students in
what she describes as a “multiple year strategy.” She is “proud” of how the incident was handled.
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Incident 91: Version Two - The Mom’s Account of What Happened
The Mom mostly agrees that this incident was handled well ... but she is upset and angry about the years of unchecked
abuse that led up to it. Her son hasn’t ever been “out” about being gay, according to the mom, but rumors started five or
six years ago, in junior high. That’s when the “verbal and physical harassment started.” Someone there even poked him
with a hypodermic needle. Since he’s been in high school, he has switched schools twice to escape the abuse and has
been on medication for depression because of it. Even teachers have contributed to the problem. One told her son,
“Come on ... I don’t need another girl in my class.” Students have told him, “We don’t want any fags at our school,”
and, “You’re dead, fag.” He even got a harassing letter in the mail. By his senior year, he was experiencing “almost
daily” harassment.
This particular incident, she says, started when a group of boys went looking for him in “supposed retaliation” for an
incident the day before when a girl said he hit her. He says he didn’t. Anyway, this group of angry peers went looking
for her son and spread the word that there would be a beating (“The Fag’s going to get it.”). They found him in a
classroom working on the computer. They opened the blinds so other students could watch from the hallway and then a
group of seven or eight, male and female, proceeded to beat and kick him. Of the twenty or thirty students who
witnessed the incident, only two said or did anything to defend him. The mom says that one staff person finally came
into the room after the beating had started and began to pull students off of her son.
She says that counselors and teachers were upset about what had happened, but that the school did not call the parents.
Her son called 911 himself, and when police didn’t arrive, he called his mother. His dad picked him up at school. His
parents took him to the doctor for his sore ribs, bruises and abrasions.
Nonetheless, the mom characterizes the Principal as “very supportive” since the incident. He made a public statement
afterwards about not tolerating such offenses and he suspended six of the assailants. She says that he is the only
administrator in all these years, who has ever done anything to protect her son, however ... and no matter how this one
incident was handled, she is upset and angry.
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Nonetheless, the mom characterizes the Principal as “very supportive” since the incident. He made a public statement
afterwards about not tolerating such offenses and he suspended six of the assailants. She says that he is the only
administrator in all these years, who has ever done anything to protect her son, however ... and no matter how this one
incident was handled, she is upset and angry.
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Incident 91: Version Three - The Targeted Youth’s Own Account of What Happened
It started back in seventh grade, about five years ago. The youth says, “They just started calling me faggot and queer because I ‘didn't
walk like a man’.” He says, “There was never a day that went by that I wasn't harassed in some way.” Somebody left him love letters
to guys, on which they'd forged his signature. Someone pulled a knife on him at school and threatened to kill him. Someone stabbed
him with a hypodermic needle. Teachers even joined in the harassment. One teacher, perceiving him to be gay, challenged him for
donating blood. Still another “outed” him in front of a whole class, referring to him as gay. And another teacher actually called him a
“sissy” in front of his classmates and told him he was not a real man. Students have told him he’s going to hell. They’ve cornered him
and brushed up against him in a sexual way, thrown cans of pop and oranges at him. He says, “I went to counselors and principals all
the time; so did my parents.”
By his senior he was experiencing harassment “way more than once a day.” This particular day, he says, he doesn’t know why the
attackers came after him. He says, “I guess it was just building up.” He was in the photography classroom at school, when eight kids
confronted him. For over an hour they threatened him, explaining that other students were waiting in the hall and that he should go out
there and fight them. He says he stayed in the classroom for protection, but that the teacher who heard the threat left for lunch anyway.
Then this group of eight offenders beat and kicked him, while thirty student onlookers watched. He guesses that twenty or so cheered
and encouraged the attack. He says there were no adult witnesses.
The assault left him, he says, with abrasions, cracked ribs, bruises, and cuts from the kicks, and with headaches and weeks of blurry
eyesight. Afterward, he says, he called his Mom. The Vice-Principal, however, wanted him to get off the phone. He said if the young
man didn’t get off the phone, he wouldn’t help him. A couple of days after the assault, this same VP called the student into his office.
It seems that other students had told the VP that the targeted young man was gay. He isn’t out at school, however, although he does
describe himself to a Safe Schools interviewer as bisexual. It was strictly other students’ conjecture. So when the VP asked him if it
was true that he was gay, he said, “I don’t know.” Frankly, he didn’t think it was any of the adult’s business. In the days that followed,
most of the other adults in his life were supportive. He says he has found the Principal and some of the teachers supportive. He says
the school security guards have “helped him and felt bad.” The school counselor has “been on [his] side.” His parents and the police
have been supportive, too. He says there is “a little less harassment” at school since the beating, but he wishes the principal could
assure him that what’s happened to him “would never happen to anyone ever again.”

Editor’s Note: Six of the assailants in Incident 91 were suspended and five were subsequently convicted.
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Incident 99: Who Should Find Another School?
It isn’t the first time he’s been targeted since moving to a new high school this fall.
People have made jokes in front of him about gay people. They “call [him] names all the
time ... queer, faggot, cocksucker.” They have stuck pictures of women in his face to
publicly embarrass him. They have flattened the tires on his car.
Then, in November, it finally escalates into assault. He is walking down the corridor at
school when a group of people jump him and start to beat him up ... kicking him,
punching him, etc. When a teacher happens into the hallway, the assailants flee. The
teacher takes the targeted youth to the nurse’s office. After checking him over to make
sure he doesn’t need first aid, the nurse takes him to the principal.
When the teen calls the Safe Schools Project, he quotes his principal as having said,
“Maybe you should find a better school.” He says that, then, the principal just sat down
and was silent. The student finally left his office. He says that he is going to find another
school. But in the meantime, he has just stopped going.
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Incident 18: Elementary School Camp
It is the spring of his sixth grade year. This twelve-year old is one of two students who
are sexually assaulted at an elementary school-sponsored camp. He is attacked three
nights in a row by four other sixth graders and two high school-aged counselors. They
swear at him in language he later refuses to repeat. He is beaten up and tied down with
belts. They throw one another on top of him. They anally gang rape him with objects.
One of his attackers vomits on him. They threaten to kill him if he tells anyone of the
assaults.
When he finally finds an adult who will listen, he gets support. His parents, his teacher
and the police all become involved. He describes his mother as “upset and crying and
wanting to take [him] to the hospital.” (She does; he is treated in the emergency room and
released.) He says his stepfather “wanted to go down to the school and beat up all the
teachers.” He says his teacher “was real upset and wanted to sue the school.” Despite all
this support and the fact that he changed schools one month later and never went back, he
says he still has nightmares, three and a half years later.
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Incident 56: A Show of Kindness
When he starts high school in September, this ninth-grader is mistaken for a girl by other
students. Two boys act as if they want him for their girlfriend; one asks him out. When his gender
becomes clear, they are livid and so begins a year of daily abuse. They call him names
(“cocksucker,” “homo-boy,” “hamslammer,” “fucking faggot”) and leave him threatening notes
(“I’ll tear you another asshole.” “We’ll make you suck cock.”). They spit on him and kick him
out of the boys' locker room. His P.E. teacher says, “Maybe you should do more pushups. What’s
the matter; don’t you like girls?” After that, emboldened, one of his pursuers begins throwing
things at him and bumping into him (shoving him) in the halls. They feign punches to make him
flinch or duck. They vandalize his locker with K-Y jelly and deface it with graffiti (“____ takes it
up the ass” and “faggot”). No other guys will talk with him because, he says, they are afraid
they’ll be called a “faggot,” too.
He starts changing how he gets to and from school, avoiding parts of the building, and, getting
sick more often. His begins to skip whole days of school to avoid his harassers.
These in-school experiences culminate in an off-campus sexual assault by two male classmates.
One manipulates him with a pretense of a change of heart (a show of kindness) into meeting him
after school. Then, two of them attack him. They strip him, orally and anally rape him and urinate
on him. They threaten him with a knife, saying that, “if I told anybody, they’d make me a girl.”
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Incident 57: Under the Bleachers
This ninth grader is open at school about being a lesbian. For six weeks, she is the target
of harassment, including pictures left in her locker. The harassment reaches a crisis point
when she and her girlfriend attend a high school sporting event. There, the two girls, aged
thirteen and fourteen, are attacked by four male students. The attackers follow, chase and
haul the girls under the bleachers. They call the girls “queers,” “dykes,” and ‘bitches.”
They force them to “have sex” with one another while the attackers watch. The fourteenyear-old is told that, if she thinks her girlfriend is pretty, she had better make her respond
or the attackers will “make sure she doesn’t look pretty” any more. They force the
younger girl to say things by hurting her hand. She’s in a lot of pain, so she says the
things they want her to say. They break her hand anyway and beat both girls up. Then
they hold the fourteen-year-old down and make her watch as they strip and rape her
girlfriend.
When she calls to report what happened, she says she was very frightened that her
girlfriend would hate her for what happened. She says, “I’m a cheerleader and I’m
supposed to be going out with guys. They just hurt her to hurt me. The whole time they
hardly talked to her; they talked to me.” She also tells the interviewer, “I never hated
anybody before. It’s the first time I’ve ever really hated anybody.”
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Incident 92: “If You Were Normal, You’d Want To Have Sex With Us”
A sixteen-year-old high school junior is dating another girl. Two boys from school
discover this one Saturday night. One day the following week, they are waiting for her
when she gets out of band. They corner her in a hallway and push her into a bathroom
behind the band room. They say “really ugly things” about her and her friend and tell her
that, if she were “normal,” she would want to have sex with them. They pull her clothes
off and force her to have oral sex with them. They threaten, “if you don’t want everyone
to know about you and your friend, you’d better start getting it right.” Then they urinate
on her.
She doesn’t know if there were any witnesses. She tells nobody until she calls the Safe
Schools Project because, she says, she’s afraid of the perpetrators and she’s worried that
her girlfriend would get in trouble.
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Incident 100: Yes, A Girl Can Rape A Boy
A high school student speaks in one of his classes about being gay. A few classmates
start harassing him. After school one day in November, they corner him and force him
into an empty classroom. They beat him up and strip him. They tell him he can “choose
between fucking a girl and having [his] cock cut off.” The boys hold him down while a
girl forcibly kisses and rapes him.
When he calls the Safe Schools Project to report the incident, he is too distraught to finish
the interview. His need for counseling takes priority over the research.
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Incident 101: The Power to Mortify
Her high school locker has some private things in it ... some books and pictures. Some of
the pictures are of a certain girl at school. Some fellow students find out about them and
word gets around.
The girl in the pictures approaches the owner of the locker after school one day,
accompanied by two male friends. They force her into a locker room, hit her, spit on her,
strip her, and call her a “dyke” and a “slut.” They force her to kiss and have oral sex with
the girl, while the boys watch. They threaten to hurt her if she doesn’t do as they say or
doesn’t “satisfy” the girl, or if she tells anyone what happened. Then they ejaculate on
her and all three attackers leave.
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Incident 102: “To Teach Us Both a Lesson”
“I have a friend at school [who’s] a year behind me. She’s been really ‘out’ for a long time as lesbian. She’s
pretty isolated at school; she gets harassed all the time. We got to be friends this last year. A few weeks ago
we had a prom. Without me knowing, someone got a picture of her kissing me. (I was there with someone
else.) And it got distributed around school. The principal and vice principal knew she was being harassed
and that our picture was being circulated around school.”
Then last week after school, “the guy I went to the prom with picked me up and said he wanted to show me
something. He brought me behind the school, to this storage building [by] the gym. Four other guys had her
there. Her lip was cut, her clothes were torn and it was obvious they had hurt her. The one who’s supposed
to be my boyfriend held me. At first, I tried to get loose, to stop them, but I couldn’t and when I saw how
violent they were, I was scared. They told her they were going to teach her to stay away from ‘their’ girls.
They made me watch while they raped her and peed on her.”
“She couldn’t dress herself after they left. She was bleeding ‘down there’ because she was a virgin. There
were a lot of bruises. It took me a long time to get her dressed and ... take her home.”
“[My friend is] such a wonderful person and they don’t know her. I think they did it because if it was her,
no one would care.” Afterwards, she “told me not to” report it to the school. “[My mom] was very upset.
She wanted me to report it. I used to feel I was ... involved in everything. A cheerleader, student council. I
used to feel I was part of everything. Now I don’t feel part of anything. No. I don’t want to be part of
anything. These guys weren’t gang members; they are basketball players. Two are on student council.”
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Incident 111: Child Protective Services Report
Four high school students, all young men, discover that a teacher at their school is romantically involved with a former
student. They follow the two women and take pictures of them.
For two or three weeks, several times a week, they verbally attack and threaten the teacher, calling her a “dyke” and a
child molester, apparently in the belief that the relationship between the two women began when one was a student.
The teacher, who later calls the Safe Schools Project, denies that allegation vehemently. She says that she did not seek
help, however, during these few weeks because she was fearful of being publicly accused of sexual abuse. She says she
was scared that, true or not, the allegation would be believed.
Then one day after school, she says, the four young men threatened to distribute the photographs, unless she did as they
said. They got her to go into a locker room at school. There, she says, they “forced [her] to have sex” with a female
student, a senior, while they watched. Two of them ejaculated on the teacher and the student. Then they left.
Editor’s note: Were both individuals raped or was the adult among the offenders? The caller clearly considered
herself a victim, and expressed sorrow and guilt as well as fear. The Research Team, however, counts her as an
offender as well as a target ... not necessarily in a legal sense, but in a moral one. She acted under threat of a terrible
ordeal, probable loss of her career, and possible criminal action, but she did not express fear for her life. Only a judge
and jury could decide whether her actions were criminal. But clearly, she acted out of fright and panic, not basing her
decisions on the best interests of the student with whom she was coerced into having sex. The first concern of the Safe
Schools Project is the safety of children.
Because the Project has an obligation to try to get help for the young person involved in this incident, the case was
reported to Child Protective Services. The caller, however, had declined to give her name or much identifying
information. As far as we know, CPS did not have enough information to investigate the incident ... although, from a
research perspective, in which many reports are made anonymously, we do consider this to be a credible report.
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